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S T E L L I N G E N

bij het proefschrift:

EXPERIMENTS ON TOROIDAL INDUCTIVELY COUPLED

ALTERNATING-CURRENT GAS DISCHARGES

J. Lok, 12 april 1976

De door Newton als nieuw gepresenteerde "pitch convection

method", waarbij op geprogrammeerde wijze pinch-configuraties

kunnen worden aangelegd , is reeds enige malen eerder be-
2 3)

schreven ' . De toepasbaarheid bij lange opbouwtijden zoals

voorzien in het voorgestelde nieuwe Engelse HBTX-experiment

is twijfelachtig, speciaal als gedacht wordt aan extra aan-

voer van gas tijdens de ontlading.

1) A.A. Newton, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, ̂ 8_ (1973)
1327.

2) S.A. Colgate et al., Proc. 2nd UN Int. Conf. PUAE 3_2_
(1958) 140.

3) P.C.T. van der Laan, Proc. 3rd Eur. Conf. on Contr.
Fusion and Plasma Phys., Utrecht, 1969, pp. 87.



II

Bij het aanbrengen van verfijningen aan het Lawson-crite-

rium is door Maglich en Miller en door Treglio" de in-

vloed van negentig graden verstrooiende Coulomb-botsingen in

rekening gebracht met behulp van een "confinement efficiency"

voor dit proces. Ten onrechte wordt door hen gesuggereerd

dat voor een magnetisch opgesloten thermonucleair plasma

deze grootheid niet nagenoeg één kan zijn.

1) J.D. Lawson, Proc. Phys. Soc. Β 70 (1957) 6.
2) B.C. Maglich en R.A. Miller, J. Appl. Phys. 46

(1975) 2915.

3) J.R. Treglio, J. Appl. Phys. 4£ (1975) 4344.

III

In een optimaal ontworpen schroefpinchreactor, gebaseerd op

plasmaverhitting door middel van snelle implosie gevolgd

door langzame adiabatische compressie, geeft verhoging van

het elektrisch uitgangsvermogen boven 1,5 GW vrijwel geen

verbetering van het netto rendement meer.

IV

In een schroefpinchreactor met snelle plasmaverhitting zal,

om de verhouding van benodigde magnetische energie tot

energie-opbrengst door fusie laag te houden, de brandtijd

ongeveer de helft van de periode van de reactorcyclus moe-

ten zijn.



ν
De constatering van Hamberger e.a. dat er een verschil be-

staat tussen enerzijds de tijdsontwikkeling van de drift-

snelheid en van de thermische snelheid van de elektronen

verkregen voor een turbulent plasma uit computersimulatie en

anderzijds het experimenteel gevonden verloop van deze para-

meters, is voor hun waterstofplasma onjuist.

S.M. Hamberger et al., Proc. 7th Eur. Conf. on Contr.

Fusion and Plasma Phys., Lausanne, 1975, pp. 164.

VI

Bij toepassing van het impermeabilxteitscriterium van

Lehnert op Tokamak-ontladingen dient rekening gehouden te

worden met de invloed van aanwezige verontreinigingen. Een

aanwijzing hiervoor is de discrepantie tussen de metingen van

ladingsomruil-neutralen in het TFR-experiment (Z > 4)
3} eff

en de Alcator-opstelling (Z . ̂  1) .
611

1) B. Lehnert, Nuclear Fusion _15_ (1975) 793.

2) TFR-group, Proc. 7th Eur. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and

Plasma Phys., Lausanne, 1975, Vol. II, pp. 60.

3) G.J. Boxman et al., ibid. pp. 14.

VII

Wordt bij het numeriek oplossen van niet-lineaire hyperbolische

randvoorwaarde problemen een rooster met variabele rooster-

afstand gebruikt in combinatie met de methode van eindige dif-

ferenties, dan hebben resultaten verkregen door het invoeren

van een kunstmatige demping alleen schijnbaar fysische bete-

kenis .



VIII

Indien in een toroidale gasontlading de energie met behulp

van een ijzerkerntransformator wordt ingekoppeld gedurende

enige seconden (of langer) en de temperatuur van het plasma

laag blijft, dienen ter voorkoming van "ijzerbrand" hoge eisen

gesteld te worden aan de isolatie van deze transformator.

IX

Bij het zoeken naar een geschikte plaats voor een experiment

dat gedurende enige seconden een groot elektrisch vermogen

nodig heeft is de seconden-reserve van het lokale elektrici-

teitsnet een belangrijk punt van overweging.

X

Kleurcoderingen dienen waar mogelijk vervangen te worden

door, dan wel aangevuld te worden met alternatieve code-

ringen.

XI

Het verdient aanbeveling na te gaan of er filevorming zou

kunnen ontstaan indien een groot deel van de automobilisten

zijn auto thuis zou laten en zou gaan fietsen, brommen of

snorren op de hiervoor aangelegde paden.
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S U M M A R Y

The subject of this report is an experimental study of a toroi-

dal, inductively coupled a.c. gas discharge sustained at pressures

roughly between one tenth of a Torr and some tens of Torrs.

After breakdown is obtained at low pressure, additional gas is

let in from a reservoir. The energy is inductively coupled into the

electrodeless discharge by means of an iron core transformer of which

the toroidal plasma column is the secondary winding. The power dissi-

pated in the plasma is between 80 and 260 kW and is delivered by a

motor-generator system at a frequency of 8 kHz for times up to 2 sec-

onds . The matching of the impedance of the generator and that of the

plasma transformer is obtained by means of an autotransformer and ca-

pacitors . A toroidal magnetic field of 0.5 Τ maximum can be supplied

in a short pulse.

Five different gases (hydrogen, deuterium, helium, argon, and

nitrogen) are used. The pressure range in which the discharges are

sustained, is specified and the dynamic current-voltage characteristics

are given for different pressures. Some typical streak pictures with

simultaneously obtained recordings of the time behaviour of the dis-

charge current and of the loop voltage are presented for the initial

phase - at low pressure - of the discharge. The shape and the position

of fully developed discharges at various pressures are discussed on

the basis of photographic observations. Information on the position of

the discharge as obtained from magnetic field pick-up coils is com-

pared with the photographic observations. The influence of the primary

winding on the plasma is small and decreases with increasing pressure.

The temperature of hydrogen plasmas is derived both from the electric-

al conductivity and from the emission of line radiation. The values of

the temperature obtained in these ways differ in magnitude and in time

behaviour. A possible explanation of the discrepancy can be obtained

in terms of expansion and contraction of electron density and tempera-

ture profiles during a period of the discharge current, if it is taken

into account that the main part of the light emission always originates

from the colder, outer regions of the plasma. In a somewhat different

pressure regime, this picture is confirmed by microwave measurements.



These show that during a period the initial increase of the electron

density occurs in a small cross-section and that later the profile is

smoothed out upon reaching the maximum density; afterwards the densi-

ty decreases to the minimum value while contracting to a smaller cross-

section.



C H A P T E R

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I.I Motivation for the experiment

As part of a research programme on gas insulation of hot plasmas,

we studied toroidal, inductively coupled a.c.-discharges in a wide

range of pressures. In order to elucidate the philosophy underlying

the experiment we briefly review some topics of this programme.

In 1960 Alfvén and Sm§rs proposed a new concept in thermonuclear

research . Until then, the attempts to sustain a tnermonuclear plasma

were based on the idea that the plasma would be separated from the

walls by magnetic fields in vacuum. Alfvên and SmSrs proposed to in-

sulate the plasma from the walls by surrounding it by a magnetized gas

blanket at high pressure. According to them the main heat loss from

the thermonuclear core becomes then conduction through the blanket.

The total heat loss is proportional to the heat function, S(T), which

is obtained by integrating the heat conductivity over the temperature.

For high temperatures, in the presence of a magnetic field, the heat

loss is mainly due to the contribution of the ions and can be reduced
2)considerably by this field . Thus, if the power input is such that a

temperature can be reached well above the temperature at which the"

heat conductivity is maximum, then a small increase of the power in-

put will lead to a much higher temperature. So the heat losses intro-

duced by the gas blanket were estimated to be not prohibitive, pro-

vided the magnetic field strength is large enough to decrease the heat

conductivity effectively. In a thermonuclear reactor based on this

principle the gas may be "preheated" by a high-pressure arc. Two ad-

vantages of such a gas-insulated device are mentioned: 1) it is not

subject to the same type of instabilities - but possibly to other types;

2) it should be easy to produce a clean plasma, because the hot region

is protected from contaminations originating from the wall by a thick
3 4)layer of gas at high pressure. Investigations of the Stockholm group '

indicated that indeed in helium discharges sustained in a small device,



the impurity level decreased with increasing pressure. Kink instabili-

ties were observed making it,however,impossible to verify the calcula-

tions of heat losses in quiescent plasmas.

In 1966 Braams proposed additional arguments to support this

line of research . The magnetic field perpendicular to the tempera-

ture gradient as needed for the reduction of the heat conduction,

should be applied by external coils. This field should have approxi-

mately its vacuum configuration. Kink type instabilities would then be

avoided, unlike in the Stockholm experiments where the magnetic field

was generated by the discharge current. Experiments on cylindrical

arcs immersed in an axial magnetic field, done in Wienecke's group in

Garching, indicated that an important reduction of the heat conduction

was obtained in quiescent plasmas . It was suggested further that a

gas blanket can not only remove the forces driving magnetohydrodynamic

interchange instabilities, but also that rotation of the gas will pro-

duce a centrifugal force field in which the hot gas has a position of

minimum potential energy on the axis of rotation. This force field

would have a stabilizing effect on instabilities linked with para- or

diamagnetism possibly present in the formation phase of the plasma and

with the diamagnetism owing to ambipolar diffusion which exists in the

steady state.

As the reduction of the heat conduction is only effective in

directions perpendicular to the magnetic field, it was u'iderstood that

the experimental equipment should ultimately be a toroioal device with

an electrodeless discharge. For technical reasons the toroidal magnetic

field was limited to * 2 T, The external pressure had to be chosen in

the ten Torr range, because it was shown - at least for cylindrical

arcs ' ' that the increase in pressure owing to ambipolar diffu-

sion decreases with increasing pressure at the wall. The pressure

build-up was expected to be tolerable in the parameter range mentioned

above. Moreover, it seems to be unrealistic to expect that a stabiliz-

ing vortex could be sustained at pressures below 10 Torr. It was ex-

pected that radiation losses would not play an important role for

pressures below 1 atm.

Since, for many reasons, it appeared to be a complicated problem

to realize a toroidal experiment with facilities for an external to-

roidal magnetic field, for driving a vortex, and for inductive power

input, it was decided to study these three aspects in separate devices

as preliminary investigations for a larger experiment.

In one device Schüller extended the experiments on linear arcs

in an axial magnetic field by studying the behaviour of such discharges

in a toroidal geometry. The arc was struck in a pyrex torus with



R = 0.45 m and r = 0.075 m between electrodes situated on a distance

equal to 3/4 of the major circumference of the torus. A fully toroidal

magnetic field of 2 Τ maximum was applied for 2 seconds, while the

discharge current of some tens of kA was sustained for a few milli-

seconds, with filling pressures up to 5 Torr ' .

In another devAce Polman studied the influence of an externally

driven flow field on the behaviour of a toroidal arc. Here the arc is

struck between a fixed and a movable electrode over a distance of

0.8 in at most. The discharge is sustained in a metal torus, with

R = 0.19 m and r = 0.04 m, where the gas is blown in and exhausted

tangentially over the full major circumference of the torus with velo-

cities at the entrance slit between 40 and 200 ms"
1
. The discharge

current up to 100 A is supplied for some secoiws at pressures between

40 and 400 Torr in nitrogen
12
'.

The third aspect, namely the generation of toroidal discharges

in the 10 Torr range by inductive power input, is the subject of this

report. Here the discharge is ignited at a low pressure in a quartz

torus with R = 0.19 m and r = 0.04 m (or optionally 0.025 m) . Subse-

quently, the discharge is sustained up to two seconds at increased

prtssures; different kinds of gases have been used at pressures up to

"" 1 aim. A motor-generator system feeds the energy into the plasma by

means of an 1:1 iron core transformer of which the toroidal plasma

column is the secondary winding and with a matching system cons tsting

of an autotransformer and capacitors. The discharge current is in the

order of 1 kA.

Before describing the experiment on the inductively coupled dis-

charge in detail, we will make some more general remarks on the gas-

blanket concept. Numerical calculations on a simplified model by

Verboom and Rem showed that it could be possible to surround a cy-

lindrical thermonuclear core by a gas blanket of high density. Under

steady-state conditions the fuel supply and "ash" removal take place

by diffusion and the thermonuclear energy is carried away by heat con-

duction and Bremsstrahlung. The Bremsstrahlung losses set an upper

limit for the density as a function of the temperature. As a conse-

quence, it appeared impossible to maintain a steady-state gas blanket

in pressure equilibrium with the thermonuclear core. It was also found

that in the steady state there was a much higher pressure in the cen-

tre than in the outer regions. This pressure build-up is due to an

azimuthal current forced by the radial temperature gradient and the

axial magnetic field (Nernst effect). It turned out that with the den-

sity and temperature profile determined by this thermoelectric force,

the Bremsstrahlung losses were not prohibitive. The model was extended

and refined by Markvoort, the results were recently published .



The increase in pressure owing to the - diamagnetic - Nernst

effect was also found in the arc experiments in Garching

taken into account in calculations on cylindrical arcs

16)
and was

These con-

siderations make it doubtful if the vortex holds its promising fea-

tures for stabilization, while the pressure range of ten Torr is also

less attractive. Besides, many technical difficulties are avoided by

constructing a device working on a shorter time scale, at pressures

where the discharge can be ignited more easily and where no facilities

for driving a vortex have to be built in. For these reasons the large

experiment "Ringboog" now in operation ' is a Tokamak-like device

operating at filling pressures between 1O~
2
 and 10"

1
 Torr on a time-

scale of a few milliseconds. The arc is struck in a quartz torus with

Κ = 0.52 ra and r = 0.0B5 m with a toroidal magnetic field of 3.2 Τ

maximum. The discharge, with currents up to 75 kA, is fed from a set

of capacitors in a power delay line, with inductive power transfer by

means of a 1.2 Vsec iron core transformer. One of the aims is to study

the transport processes in a plasma/gas blanket at conditions similar

to those that might prevail in the outer layers of a thermonuclear

reactor based on the Verboom-Rem model. Furthermore, the protection

of the plasma core against contaminations from the walls will be

studied.

1.2 The inductively coupled discharge at increased pressure

The problems related to the inductive power input are both of

a technical and a physical character. The first difficulty is to ob-

tain breakdown in the desired range of pressures of some tens of Torrs.

If one would sustain the discharge for times up to 1 second or more,

it is attractive not to use energy supply from a capacitor bank but to

feed the discharge from a generator, the frequency of which will in-

fluence the properties of the plasma. These discharges sustained in

20)

argon have been reported by Eckert , but further data of the neces-

sary power level and the resulting plasma resistances are hardly avail-

able in this pressure range. Therefore, the matching of the energy

source to the plasma should have enough flexibility to sustain the

discharges.

The plasmas ultimately obtained depend on the balance of dissi-

pated power and energy loss as well as on the power available from the

generator. The range of pressures at which the discharges can be sus-

tained, the toroidal geometry of the discharge vessel, and the partic-

ular time dependence introduced by the use of a generator with a fixed

frequency of 8 kHz, yield that all experimental parameters are intrin-



sically coupled. Therefore, a theoretical description is not readily

obtainable. The following will be restricted to an experimental recon-

naissance of these discharges.

Some problems related to the generation of the discharges are

treate3 in Chapter II, together with a description of the experimental

setup and the procedure according to which the discharges are obtained.

The diagnostics used for the measurements on the discharges are treat-

ed in Chapter III. The results are presented in Chapter IV.

MKS-units are used throughout, unless it is explicitly stated that the pressure
and the temperature are- expressed in Torr and in eV, respectively.





C H A P T E R II

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

II.1 Introduction

The experimental setup is described, initially with some con-

siderations which have led to the ultimate arrangement. A schematic

picture is given in Fig. II.1.

to B T
supply

Fig. II. 1. Cut-away view of the experiment, showing the 0.03 Vsec iron core, the
reel-shaped primary winding, the (52) helical windings and 4 parallel
compensating loops for the toroidal magnetic field, and the plasma in
the quartz torus.

9



As indicated in the preceding chapter the first aim of the ex-

periment is to investigate how to generate electrodeless toroidal dis-

charges at pressures of a few tens of Torr in hydrogen and other

gases on a time-scale in the order of one second. The first difficulty

that arises is to obtain breakdown at these rather high pressures. A

high breakdown voltage is needed which is difficult to realize, the

more so as we want to sustain the discharge for some time after igni-

tion. It has been possible, however, to make breakdown at a lower pres-

sure - in practice this turns out to be 0.1 Torr - and to raise the

pressure to the desired values by letting in gas from a reservoir

after ignition has taken place. Increasing the pressure does not pre-

sent serious problems on the long time-scale of the experiment. How-

ever, other complications arise of which the matching of the discharge

to the energy source is an important one.

A rough estimate of the power necessary to sustain the dis-

charge can be taken from d.C. voltage-current characteristics.

However, most arc studies available concern arcs at atmospheric pres-

sure and often nitrogen or argon is used instead of hydrogen. More-

over, these experiments are done in cylindrical geometry as for exam-
21 22)

pie the well-known cascade arcs introduced by Maecker ' . The ex-

periments done in Wienecke's group in Garching are at low pressures,

but here the heat losses are reduced by an external magnetic field.

Heidrich and Verboom calculated d.c. arc characteristics. In

these models the energy loss by heat conduction is reduced by an ex-

ternal magnetic field. It is likely that their calculations will give

lower values for the arc voltage than can be expected in our case, be-

cause of the absence of a strong magnetic field and also because of

extra losses by the eccentric position of the discharge in a toroidal

geometry24'25'26>.

In addition to determine the necessary power level, a choice

also has to be made for the time-scale at which the experiment would

operate. Since it is impossible to maintain the necessary field

strengths in a single pulse during seconds, the field will be applied

at a higher frequency.

The frequency also determines the character of the discharge

(Refs. 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31). At low frequencies the arc extinguishes

at each current zero and reignition will be more difficult as the fre-

quency is decreased. The complications by introducing the time depen-

dence will be illustrated in the following.

In Fig. II.2 curve a represents a typical current-voltage char-

acteristic of a d.c. arc. A line constant resistance, R, is also drawn.

The behaviour of the current-voltage characteristic of an a.c. arc

10



Fig. II.2. Illustration of the influence of the time
dependence of an arc on the current-voltage
characteristic.

is determined qualitatively. For simplicity, a constant cross-section

of the current-carrying region is assumed during the full period of

the current and one single temperature is assigned to this cross-sec-

tion. Then a variation in resistance within a period means a variation

in temperature. If the frequency of the alternating current is very

low, the thermal inertia will not play an important role; the time 'de-

pendence of the current may result in a variation of the arc voltage

along curve a, i.e., the discharge can be understood as a succession

of stationary states, it is clear that this will not hold near current

zero. Here extinction and reignition of the discharge have to take

place: the dashed curve is difficult to predict. On the other hand,

if the applied frequency is very high compared to the thermal inertia

of the plasma, the temperature will not vary during the full period

of the plasma current. Within one period the discharge acts as an

ohmic resistor: the voltage will follow the line R = constant. Between

these extreme limits a variety of possibilities exists for the voltage

as a function of the alternating current, showing hysteresis effects

depending on the applied frequency and the thermal inertia of the

plasma. Such a case is sketched as curve b and c in Fig. II.2. At cur-

rent zero there will be a certain residual resistance. Immediately

after current zero, the losses exceed the dissipated energy, so the

resistance grows and the arc voltage will rise more than linearly with

the current. The increase of the voltage will become smaller and pos-

sibly change into a decrease with growing current because of the in-

creasing plasma conductivity. After current maximum the resistance

will be smaller than in the rising phase. Consequently, at correspond-

ing current amplitudes the arc voltage will be lower in this part of

11



the period. The slope of part c of the curve will increase when cur-

rent zero is approached. In Chapter IV the measured characteristics

will be given for discharges in various gases at different pressures.

For the moment, this behaviour is disregarded and the frequency is as-

sumed high enough to prevent extinction or,at any rate,to provide re-

ignition. Furthermore, the assumption is made that the discharge can

be described by direct current voltage characteristics.

For frequencies up till 10 kHz rotating machines are avrliable

as energy sources. For these frequencies the inductive energy transfer

can be effected by means of an iron core transformer in which the

secondary winding is the plasma column. The idea of such inductively

coupled discharges will be elucidated in the next sections.

II.2 Inductively coupled discharges

This section deals with the iron core transformer of which the

toroidal plasma column is the secondary winding, the energy source,

and the matching of this source to the plasma transformer.

a. The_iron_cgre

We had an iron core at our disposal (Fig. II.3) with a central

vertical leg of 0.19 m diameter. The return legs have a total cross-

section which equals the central cross-section. The rectangular win-

dows are 0.20 m in width and 0.22 m in height. The yoke is built up

from four U-shaped cores which are separated by a vertical insulating

Fig. II.3. Sketch of the iron core showing the
construction in separate parts.
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board. Each U-shaped core is divided once more into two parts insulated

from each other. The extra insulation permits a high loop voltage. The

material used is thin laminated (4 mils) oriented steel (Armco Oriented

TS) which has low losses and a high saturation vaiue. The field lines

have to cross the direction of orientation at the corners of the core.

To facilitate this, and to reduce the stray fields at the corners, the

sheets are cut at angles which alternate between 43° and 47° in succes-

sive layers, so that the cut in one layer overlaps the cut in the suc-

ceeding one. The upper part of the core can be removed to make it pos-

sible to mount the torus in one piece. This separation into two parts

gives an air gap of about 1 to 2 mm. This influences the magnetic

properties; in particular, the total permeability of the core will be

much lower which requires a higher magnetization current. Besides,

there is a stray field near the gap.

The substitution scheme of the plasma transformer is shown in

Pig. II.4a.

M I |RF Rp

Fig. II.4a. The substitution scheme of the plasma transformer. R , R^, Rp are
correlated with the copper losses, with the hysteresis losses, and
with the eddy current losses, respectively. R̂  is the plasma resis-
tance. L and L s s are the uncoupled inductances of the primary and
secondary. Μ is the mutual inductance.

Fig. II.4b. The simplified substitution scheme (see text).

The following assumptions are made:

For the sake of convenience the coupling between primary winding and

secondary winding i s supposed to be ideal and completely determined

by the iron core, which means L = L = 0 . The copper losses of the

ps s s

primary winding are neglected. Further, the hysteresis losses are ne-

glected with respect to the losses owing to eddy currents. Since these

two types of losses are proportional to f and f
2
, respectively, this

is allowed at high frequencies. It is noted that the eddy current

losses are drastically reduced by building the core from thin lami-

nated material. In designing transformers the thickness of the ma-

terial is often chosen in such a way that hysteresis losses and

eddy-current losses equal each other. This holds only for a fixed

frequency, usually 50 Hz. For higher frequencies the skin effect
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makes it necessary to further reduce the thickness of the sheets. The

thickness of the laminations in our core is 4 mils {«0.1 mm), making

the losses small for frequencies up till = 2 kHz. For higher frequen-

cies the losses will grow substantially, but they can be accepted be-

cause of the high saturation value of the core material which ensures

a high attainable voltage per turn.

With the above approximations the substitution scheme reduces

to that given in Fig. II.4b. The mutual inductance Μ = 16 μΗ and the

iron core loss resistance It, = 6 i! have been measured in a simple way

by discharging a capacitor through the primary of the unloaded trans-

former. For large values of the plasma resistance it will be difficult

to dissipate enough power to maintain the discharge: not only the in-

ductive voltage over the discharge will be high, but also the losses

in the core material will take a considerable part of the available

power.

A frequency converter consisting of a motor-generator system

has been used as an energy source. The generator has a cogged rotor,

and both excitation winding and output winding are located on the

stator. The magnetic field in the interspace between stator and rotor

is inhomogeneous and d.c. excited. By the movement of the 50 Hz-driven

rotor, an oscillating magnetic field is induced into the output winding

with a frequency, f, which is determined by the product of the number

of cogs and the number of rotor revolutions per second. In this way,

the power from the 50 Hz mains is converted into power delivered at a

much higher frequency. In general, these rotating machines are avail-

able for frequencies up till 10 kHz, with lower power at higher fre-

quency. In our case the frequency is 8 kHz and the nominal power is

180 kW (500 V, 330 A). The maximum power is limited by the mechanical

power delivered by the driving motor and by the internal losses.

The generator can be considered as a voltage source, e , with

an internal complex impedance, r + juiL , where r and L represent

internal resistance and internal inductance, respectively, and ω=2πί.

The open voltage is determined by the frequency and the excitation

current and is limited by saturation of the magnetic material of the

generator. This implies that the - mainly inductive - internal imped-

ance does not have a fixed value. The maximum current which can be

drawn is limited, in particular, by the admissible losses. These losses

are small, r « 0.06 Ω. The heat developed is removed by air-cooling

and water-cooling. It is possible to overload the generator in a short

pulse by permitting more current to flow and by compensating the in-

ternal generator inductance.
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c· ïhe_matching_system

The generator has to be matched to the plasma for optimum power

transfer. The plasma impedance, which ultimately determines the loading

of the generator, differs for various discharge parameters. The plasma

resistance depends on the balance of energy dissipation and energy

loss. On the other hand, the power which can be delivered to the plas-

ma depends on the actual value of the plasma resistance. Hence, the

range of power available must be sufficiently large for the range of

possible plasma resistances. Care should be taken that no excess cur-

rent flow and/or excessive voltages can occur in the extremes of the

power range.

The matching system we used consists of a set of capacitors and

an autotransformer. They are connected in series to the plasma trans-

former. The value of the capacity and the transformer ratio of the

autotransformer can be adjusted manually before the generator is ex-

cited. The autotransformer is used to lower the voltage of the genera-

tor. The capacitor system serves for:

a. compensation of the inductance of the generator;

b. compensation of the stray inductance of the primary winding of the

plasma transformer;

c. compensation of the stray field of the autotransformer;

d. partial compensation of the mutual inductance of the primary and

the secondary winding of the plasma transformer.

The maximum voltage which can be transformed by the plasma transformer

without deformation of the sinusoidal wave form is about 1300 V ff.

The necessary magnetization current is then 1600 A. It is possible to

increase the apparent mutual inductance Μ by inserting a capacitor in

parallel with the plasma transformer and partly compensating M. This

tuning can also be done by capacitors, C , in series with the primary

winding. As long as Μ can be considered constant (i.e. the permeabili-

ty of the core is constant and no saturation occurs) it is, in prin-

ciple, possible to keep the magnitude of the load of the generator

constant by series compensation. Then, a change of the plasma resis-

tance, R , only results in a phase shift between the total current and

voltage. In that case the value of C has to be chosen as C = 2/ω
2
Μ.

As mentioned above, the generator can be overloaded when the internal

inductance is compensated. The capacity needed for this compensation

can be combined with the series capacitors C , making allowance for

the transformer ratio of the autotransformer. In this way, only one

smaller capacitor system, C, is needed. Moreover, the further advan-

tage exists that the voltage at the mains of the autotransformer is

kept small. The basic scheme is given in Fig. II.5.
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C 1:1

Fig. I I . 5 . Basic scheme for energy transfer from motor-generator system
to plasma transformer.

Curves of the power, Ρ , dissipated in R as a function of R ,

are plotted in Fig. I I .6 for several values of C with the following

fixed data: e_ = 730 V, L_ = 29 μΗ, r_ = 0 Ω, Μ = 16 μΗ, R_, = 6 Ω,e = 730 V, L = 29 μΗ, r

ω = δχΙΟ1* (8 kHz) , and the transformer ra t io of the autotransformer

k = 2.29.

(fi)

Fig. I I . 6 . Curves of the power, P p , dissipated in the load resistance, R , as a
function of Rp for various values of the capacitor system, C, with the
following fixed data: e g=730 V, L =29 μΗ, r q = 0 fi, Μ=16 μΗ, Rp= 6 Ω,
ω = 5Χ104 (8 kHz), and k = 2.29.

The maximum admissible current of the generator and the maximum admis-

sible capacitor voltage is never exceeded for these curves. The dotted

lines indicate where the total admissible power level of 360 kW is ex-

ceeded for high values of R . These curves show in what range of the
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load of the plasma transformer power can be dissipated when the gener-

ator is properly matched.

In the calculation the stray flux of the primary winding as

well as other possible stray fields have been neglected. The Ρ (R )-

curves are not seriously affected when a certain inductance exists

in the primary circuit. Only the values of C are to be corrected,

provided that nowhere excessive voltages occur which could damage the

equipment. However, this holds only approximately, for the field of

the primary may influence the position of the discharge and in that

way may effect the value of the plasma impedance. Moreover, the pos-

sible stray flux of the secondary winding is not taken into account.

This stray flux will lower the calculated power. These details compli-

cate the matching problem, but are not essential for a rough outline

of the working domain of the system.

d. Cgmgarison_of_the_available_and_of_the_estimated power needed_to

sustain_a_discharo;e '

The power needed to sustain a discharge Ρ (R ) is plotted in

Fig. II.7 as curve I for a tube diameter of 0.08 m, a column length of

300 -

200 -

100

Fig. II.7. Comparison of the power needed, I, to sustain an arc of 1.20 m
length in a cylindrical vessel with 0.08 m diameter at a pres-
sure of 10 Torr hydrogen, and the power available, II, from the
generator matched with a capacitor of 36.3 pF.
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1.20 m at a pressure of 10 Torr. The values are taken from the calcu-

lated current voltage characteristics of Verboom's model for a cylin-

drical arc ; the external magnetic field has been neglected. The power

available from the generator, matched with a capacity of 36.3 pF, is

drawn as curve II. Assuming that the results of the numerical model are

realistic for our discharges, and assuming that no difficulties arise

in reaching the particular pressure, it is expected that the discharge

will burn at the intersection point A of the two curves. If there is a

small decrease in R because of a higher temperature or a larger cross-

section of the current-carrying region, the power needed exceeds the

power available, so the perturbation corrects itself by cooling. A

small increase of R leads to more available power than necessary to

maintain the discharge, so the resistance will decrease by heating. At

the intersection point B, an increase of R leads to extinction of the

arc, as the lack.of power needed increases more and more; a decrease

of R will continue until point A is reached. Thus, discharges at dif-

ferent pressures can only be sustained within a certain range of values

for Ρ and R . This range can be influenced by a suitable choice of

the transformer ratio k and of the value of the capacitor system C.

The actual value of R is determined by the balance of dissipated

power and energy loss and by the cross-section of the current-carrying

zone. In our experiment it turned out that for all gases used, stable

intersection points A of curves I and II are found at plasma resistan-

ces in the range of 40 to 400 ΐηΩ at a power input between 80 and

260 kW.

II.3 The primary winding

Different primary windings have been used. If the coupling be-

tween primary winding and plasma column is determined by the iron core,

there may still be an influence of the primary on the column. Further-

more, there is some ambiguity as to the positioning of the discharge.

Along the inner circumference of the torus the electric field strength

will be higher than along the outer one. This would cause a displace-

ment towards the inner wall of the torus. On the other hand, the cur-

rent-carrying loop will expand to the outer wall to reach the largest

possible self-inductance. The presence of the iron core, however, may

alter this property: the attraction of the current to the iron may
32)

even be stronger than the expansion force as pointed out by Budker

Krichel gives another reason for an inward displacement of

the arc: assuming first a symmetric temperature profile, it is noted

that the heat flux density in the inward direction exceeds the outward
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heat flux density, because the surface of the inner wall of the torus

is smaller than the outer one. This asymmetric heat removal requires

a larger temperature gradient near the inner side and a smaller gra-

dient at the outer side, so that the temperature profile becomes asym-

metric and the temperature maximum shifts inwards if the wall tempera-

ture is kept constant over the whole torus. In case the wall tempera-

ture is not kept constant, there is a shift of the temperature maximum

towards the wall with the highest temperature (as is known from cylin-

drical arcs ). Thus, in this case the effect of an inward displace-

ment is enhanced.

The argument used above is incomplete, for not only the wall

surface of the inner part is smaller than that of the outer part, but

this also holds for the respective plasma volumes. Thus, starting from

a symmetric temperature profile also the total dissipation in the inner

part is smaller than in the outer one (if the dependence of the elec-

tric field strength on the radius is neglected). The displacement

owing to this asymmetric heat removal is over-estimated if only the

ratio: outer surface/inner surface = Ij
01
*, , with a = R/r, is taken in-

to account. A more realistic estimate is obtained when the ratio

(volume/surface)

(volume/surface)
outer part

part
 =
 (3πα-4) (irot+2)

(3πα+4)(πα-2)

is taken into account. Substitution of the data of Krichel (a = 14)

and our experimental values (R = 19 cm, and r = 4 or 2.5 cm) yields

the numbers given in table II.1

TABLE II.1

R(m)

0.19

0.19

r(m)

0.025

0.04

α

14

7.6

4.75

outer surface
inner surface

1.09

1.18

1.31

(volume/surface)
inner p a r f c

(volume/surface)
outer p a r f c

1.03 '

1.06

1.09

In Chapter IV some different configurations of primary windings

will be discussed. Here it is noted that the construction of the prima-

ry winding preferably has to be symmetric with respect to the midplane

of the torus because of the mutual repulsion of primary and secondary

currents. Most experiments have been done with a "reel-shaped" copper

winding, 3 mm thick, closed on the inner side around the central leg
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of the iron core, and also closed near the return legs of the core to

avoid penetration of the stray fields of these legs.

II.4 The torus

Toroidal discharge vessels with two different aspect ratios

have been used. With a major diameter of 0.38 m, the minor diameters

are 0.08 m and 0.05 m (inner dimensions). The wall thickness is 2.5 mm.

The vessels are made of transparent quartz in order to withstand the

heat flux. Four side tubes for pumping, gas-inlet and measurement of

the pressure are situated on the outer wall at 90 intervals along

the major circumference. To increase the repetition frequency the

torus is force-cooled with air between shots. The pulse length is nor-

mally 300 to 400 ms and can, if desired, be raised up to at least 2 s.

The limitation in time is rather due to the admissible heating of the

torus than to the admissible overloading of the energy source.

II.5 The toroidal coil system

The coil s/stem for the toroidal magnetic field (Fig. II.8)

consists of 52 hel^'ally wound, equally spaced copper turns, 2 mm

thick and 10 mm high. The diameter of the bore is 0.115 m. The turns

are glued with epoxy resin to circular phenol laminate disks. Each

turn is built up from two parts, clamped together by means of copper

blocks with knife edges for electric contact. The spacing between the

turns is as small as is allowed by the size of the side tubes on the

torus and by the copper blocks, which are insulated from each other

by teflon strips. To avoid the Induction of a high voltage between the

terminals of the coil, when the 8 kHz is applied, four parallel return

windings are located on the circular disks, symmetrically with respect

Fig. II.8. The coil system for the external magnetic field, Β
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to the midplane of the torus. The return windings are located as far

away from the torus as possible, in order to minimize the interaction

with the plasma.

The system is fed by a capacitor bank of 70 kJ, 5 kV, connected

as a power delay line (10 kA, 3 ms) producing a magnetic field of 0.5 Τ

on the toroidal axis, constant for 1.75 ms, with a rise time of 0.25 ms,

and a decay time of 1.0 ms. Only a small ripple of the magnetic field

is detected at the position of the outer wall of the torus, see Fig. II.9.

10
^̂
I -

9 8

6 -

4 -

2 -

0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26

Fig. II.9. Β(R) measured in the midplane of the coil system.

Drawn line between turns, broken line near a turn.

The torus wall is indicated at R = 0.15 m and at

R = 0.23 m. The current through the coil is 115 A d.c.

II.6 The vacuum and gas-inlet systems

The vacuum system, consisting of a rotary pump and an oil dif-

fusion pump, is connected to the torus by two 0.7 m long glass tubes

for electrical insulation of the system from the plasma, and to the

storage tank. The scheme is given in Pig. 11.10. The base pressure is

2xlO~
s
 Torr. After evacuating the whole system, this is filled up with

hydroge - or with another gas - to the required pressure. Then valve

F is closed and the torus is evacuated till 0.1 Torr, at which pres-

sure breakdown is obtained. The gas-inlet is effected by opening

valve F pneumatically. If no pressure increase is required, the torus

can be blocked by closing valve G.

ι Χ

"®.

| \ •

·'. ι
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Fig. 11.10. Schematic diagram of the vacuum and gas-inlet systems.
P: Pirani manometers.

II.7 The pre-ionization

It is possible to obtain breakdown without pre-discharge, but

then the ignition time is not always reproducible. Therefore, in the

case that the beginning of the discharge was not of interest, a pre-

discharge was often used. Seven turns wound around the small circum-

ference of the torus are connected to a capacitor of 2.4 nF charged up

to 14 kV (Fig. 11.11). The discharge of the capacitor is triggered by

a positive pulse on the grid of the thyratron. The oscillating magnetic

field in the coil produces a small discharge in the poloidal direction

near the minor circumference of the torus.

14 kV

triggered from Π
experiment -· L

2.4 η F

7 turns
situated
on torus

Fig. 11.11. Basic scheme of the auxiliary pre-ionization system.
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II.8 The programming of the experiment

A diagram of the programming of the experiment is given in

Fig. 11.12. The generator has its own clock regulating the time when

the generator is switched to the plasma transformer. The secondary

8 kHz signal is fed to the "and gate I" after which the ignition takes

place when the pre-ionization is triggered. The second "and gate" only

serves for shot-to-shot triggering of the oscilloscopes at the same

point in time within the 8 kHz period. The functions indicated between

brackets are optional. The dashed line illustrates the situation when

measurements are taken at the start of the discharge.

excitate generator
(charge delay-line)

switch off torus cooling
(close valve G)

open scope cameras

(trigger scope (o-lines))

close scope cameras

trigger ignitron for predischarge
open valve F

trigger scopes
(trigger ignitron fordischarging delay-line )

(trigger ignitron for discharging delay-line)

trigger scopes

· - switch on torus cooling

Fig. 11.12. Diagram of the programming of the experiment.
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C H A P T E R III

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

III.l Measurement of the plasma current and loop vol cage

The plasma current has been measured with a Rogowski loop mount-

ed around the torus either in a copper or in a plexiglass frame. The

copper mounting was originally used for screening electromagnetic

stray fields, but this was apparently unnecessary. The coil consist-

ed of closely wound 0.1 mm thick copper wire on a flexible isolating

rod with a diameter of 5 mm. The total length of the coil was 32 cm,

enclosing the minor circumference of the torus. The voltage induced in

the coil is proportional to the rate of change in current passing

through the loop. The coil signal is fed to a screened cage by a co-

axial cable and is integrated by a passive RC network. The integrated

signal is proportional to the current. The frequency response of the

system is only adequate in a certain range. The loop with its coaxial

cable has a flat frequency characteristic up to a sharp resonance at

104 kHz, so that the integrated output is proportional to the current

and has a linear frequency response up to 65 kHz. The lower limit is

set by the time constant of the integrator, RC, chosen as 1 ms: only

for frequencies f for which f >> 1/RC the system acts properly. The

calibration was performed by passing an 8 kHz current through a con-

ductor enclosed by the loop and to measure simultaneously the integrat-

ed loop signal and the current.

The loop voltage of the discharge has been measured by means of

a special high-impedance loop around the central leg of the transformer

core and a resistive voltage divider 5 kn/3 Ω. The current and voltage

are displayed on a double beam oscilloscope as functions of time or on

an x-y oscilloscope where the voltage is recorded as a function of the

plasma current. From the well-known transformer equations it follows

that the measured voltage, U,,. can be expressed as a function of the

plasma current, I», by the relation
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Ü3 =
Μ,

Μ1,2
L
2 - 2,3; (III.1)

Here R_, L„ are the plasma resistanc •> and plasma inductance, respec-

tively, and Μ is the mutual inductance; the indices 1, 2,3 stand for

primary, secondary, and measuring circuit, respectively; ω is the ap-

plied radian frequency. If the coupling between primary winding on one

hand and secondary and measuring winding on the other hand is equal:

M.
 0
 = M, ,, the expression is reduced to

(III.2)jc^L
2
 -

i.e., the voltage is measured over the plasma resistance and the stray

inductance between secondary and measuring winding. It turns out that

this stray inductance is very small. Moreover, measurements show that

U-, is equal whether the high-impedance loop is placed along the outer

or the inner major circumference of the torus or the loop is placed

around the central leg of the iron core. So the plasma resistance can

be deduced from

U
3
 = I

2
R

2
 . (Ill-3)

From now on this expression will be written as U = I R .

III.2 Measurement of the pressure

Because of the extensive range of pressures at which our expe-

riments were carried out, several types of measuring instruments were

needed. The ranges partly overlap.

The base pressure, 2xlO~
5
 Torr, has been measured with an ion-

ization gauge.

Pressures between 10~
2
 and 10"

1
 Torr have beer, measured with

a Pirani gauge.

Pressures up till - 20 Torr have been registered with a differ-

ential capacitor manometer.

For pressures above 20 Torr two different membrane manometers

have been used with maximum admissible pressures of 100 Torr and 1 at-

mosphere.

All instruments have been calibrated to a McLeod manometer.

All pressures stated are related to the pressure in the storage

tank which is in equilibrium with the pressure in the torus when

valves F and G are open.
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III.3 Streak camera

Photography of the luminous phenomena related to the discharges

has been carried out with a streak camera. The discharge is observed

simultaneously side on and in top view, through two narrow slits (see

Fig. III.l). Small mirrors situated in front of the vessel are con-

nected via light conductors to an electronic flash. In this way the

boundaries of the plasma chamber are indicated by small lines at the

end of each picture.

The intensity of the emitted light combined with the sensitivi-

ty of the streak camera and the polaroid film was too low to apply

spectral filters with this arrangement.

torus

Fig. I I I . l . Schematic view of the arrangement for the streak measurements.

III.4 The 32-channel optical analyzer

a ·
An optical analyzer has been built. With this instrument it is

possible to measure the light emission from a cross-section of the

plasma column using filters for different wavelengths. A block diagram

of the system is given in Fig. III.2.

Two arrays of 16 light conductors are mounted in copper blocks

in a vertical stack, 2 mm wide and 24 mm high. Each conductor is con-

nected to a photodiode. An image of the plasma column is formed on the

two sets of light conductors by placing a semi-transparent mirror which

acts as a beamsplitter between framing lens and light conductors. Spec-

tral filters can be placed in front of the copper blocks. The signals

from the photodiodes are amplified separately and supplied to a system

of 32 follow-hold units. Up to this point the registration is continu-

ous. The repetition frequency for the "hold commands" can be establish-

ed beforehand. The first command is given by a trigger from the experi-

ment. The 32 units are scanned and the signals are successively supplied
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Fig. III.2. Schematic diagram of the 32-channel optical analyzer.

Ρ
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Β

β,γ
F
l

F
2
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A
2

FH
AD

Μ
PT

plasma source
calibration lamp

framing lenses

beamsplitter

spectral filters

block with 16 light conductors channels 1-16

block with 16 light conductors channels 17-32

2X16 photodiodes + 2x16 amplifiers

32 fbllow-hold units

converter

0.5 k memory

puncher.

to an a.d. converter and stored in a 0.5 k memory. These operations

take * 490 ys, making it necessary to use a sampling technique when

the time dependence of a distribution has to be obtained. Making use

of the good reproducibility of the discharge, such a time-dependent

distribution is obtained by setting the time interval between two suc-

ceeding "hold commands" somewhat larger or smaller than four periods

of the plasma current. In this way the data can be related to different

points in time of the 8 kHz period; 16 distributions at two different

wavelengths are obtained in one single shot. To have an exact time-

scale available one channel has been modified and has been connected

to the Rogowski loop to measure the plasma current simultaneously.

The calibration of 16 channels relative to each other as well

as the calibration of the two sets of 16 channels, provided with their

respective filters, is done by using a calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp.

For this purpose an image of the lamp is formed on the two sets of

light conductors (see Fig. III.2).

b· ï!ie_measuring_and_calibration_grocedures

The sensitivity of each channel is determined as follows.

The situation in which a Hg-filter is placed in front of channels 17-

32, and a Η -filter in front of channels 1-16 is described. Other com-

binations of filters H
Q
- Η , H

o
-H.,

ρ γ ρ ο

or Η -Η, are analogous.

The zero-input signal for each channel is determined by closing
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the aperture of the objective and is set equal to the average of 16 re-

cordings. With the tungsten lamp switched on again for each channel,

16 recordings are averaged. The difference between these averaged sig-

nals and the zero-input signals for each channel is given by

i f o r =
 1 7

"
3 2

and ( Ι Ι Ι
·

5 )

the integral to be taken over the filter width (130 8 and 160 8 for

the Hg-filter and the Η -filter, respectively).

Here g is the sensitivity of the photodiode with amplifier

1 is the transmissivity of the light conductor

f is the transmissivity of the filter

i is the intensity of the tungsten lamp

λ is the wavelength of the emitted light

Τ is the transmission factor of the beamsplitter

R is the reflection factor of the beamsplitter.

The indices 3 and γ are for the H„- and the Η -wavelengths,

respectively.

Averaging over each set of 16 channels gives correction factors C. for

the relative sensitivity of the channels within each set.

and

'B.j

C

Ύ3

T V y si
16 j=17

-i- y s
c

for j = 17-32

for j = 1-16

(III. 6)

(III.7)

The registration of the intensities for H
Q
 and H,, emitted

Ρ Ύ
from the plasma can be performed by again subtracting the zero-input

signals from the measured signals and by multiplying these by the cor

rection factors C„ . and C .. These signals are given by

f o r =
 1 7

"
3 2

S . = C f T g ,(λ)1, (X)f (λ)ί .(λ)άλ for j = 1-16.

In this case the integrals are taken over the line widths.
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So far the distributions obtained for S
o
 . and S,, . are not

calibrated relative to each other. If one wants to determine the rela-

tive line intensities originating from the same plasma slice, the cali-

bration has to be elaborated further. The spectral distribution of the

emitted light of the tungsten ribbon lamp has to be taken into account

and has to be folded with the wavelength-dependent sensitivities of

the components of the apparatus '

The sensitivity of the photodiodes is indeed dependent on the

wavelength, but can be regarded constant within the filter widths

under consideration. This is also assumed for the transmission of the

light conductors. The transmission and reflection factors of the beam-

splitter for our wavelengths are equal within 0.5%. This means that

the intensity of the tungsten ribbon lamp as a function of the wave-

length, λ, has only to be folded with the transmission curve of the

filters used. When the relative sensitivity of each channel is inserted,

formulas (III.4) and (III.5) reduce to:

with

s
li - i

 f o r
 * =

 17
"

32

S . = Rg .1 .CC . for j = 1-16
Υ/3 ϊ/] Τ(] Υ,3

Β = i"(X)f
R
(X)dX

and C = l i
c
a)f

y
(X)dX ,

the integrals to be taken over the filter widths.

The signals from the plasma source reduce to:

(III.4a)

(III.5a)

(III.4b)

(III.5b)

f o r j
 =

 1 7
"

3 2

f o r

the integrals taken over the line width of Η
β
 and Η

(III.8a) and (III.9a) can be replaced by

The expressions

S = C " Tα 1 f
max
.j

Y»j Y.j
 g
Y,i Y,J γ V j '

(III.8b)

(III.9b)

in which i
fl
 . and i . are for the total emissions of H

o
- and Η -lines,

P / J Y / J P Y
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respectively. From formulas (III.4a), (III.5a), (III.8b), and (III.9b)

it follows that:

i
R
 , S

f
2

 B
 s ^ . f;

c „c' ~

max

(III.10)

In this way side-on and top-view distributions of the emitted line

radiation have been obtained. To determine the relative intensities

we have later on restricted ourselves to the emission from a plasma

slice in the midplane of the torus. For these measurements the beam-

splitter has been omitted and the intensities have been measured on the

same channel inserting the different filters in succeeding shots. In

this way the procedure is facilitated: it is not necessary to use the

sampling technique; the signals are larger and errors introduced by

making use of channels with different sensitivity are avoided. The

calibration is analogous and the intensity ratios can be found from

S f
m a x

III.5 Microwave diagnostics

Microwaves are generally used for diagnostic purposes in plasma

physics experiments . A plasma is opaque or transparent for an elec-

tromagnetic wave when its density is above or below the critical cut-

off density, where the plasma frequency equals the applied wave fre-

quency. The phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave propagating

through the plasma is different from the phase velocity in vacuum. The

phase shift, Δφ, resulting from the presence of the plasma can be mea-

sured and related to the electron density in the plasma by the formula:

(III.12)

where λ is the wavelength in vacuum

n(x) is the density as a function of the co-ordinate in which

the beam propagates

n
c
 is the critical density

d,,d_ are the boundaries between which the wave propagates

in the plasma.
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It is assumed that the radian wave frequency is much larger than

the collision frequency for momentum transfer from the electrons to the

heavy particles in the plasma. It is also assumed that the plasma re-

mains transparent so that the integral has to be taken over the entire

plasma column. If somewhere in the torus the critical density is reach-

ed, this surface of critical density acts as a mirror. The wave then

propagates twice through a section of the plasma and the upper boundary

of the integral has to be taken accordingly.

It is evident that without further information, only mean densi-

ties can be found from the measured phase shift, the averaging is car-

riea out over the path length of the waves, except when the critical

density is reached. In the latter case the density is known but the co-

ordinates of the surface where this density exists are unknown.

When waves with different frequencies are applied, more informa-

tion about the time dependence of the density profile becomes available.

Microwave diagnostics have been performed at two different frequencies

f =69 GHz (4-mm band) and f = 139 GHz (2-mm band) with the critical

densities 5.6xlO19 m~3 and 2.4xlO20 m~3, respectively. The interferom-

eters are identical in construction. A diagram of the 2-mm bridge is

given in Fig. III.3.

klystron

139GHZ
P~75mW

paraffin lens
f = 75 cm

horn antenna

— isolation

detector
IT-5 I 2f I 2f

plasma

quartz torus

1kfi
~4x
75«

1kHz -10MHz

Fig. III.3. Microwave interferometer.

When the electron density is below cut-off, the reflection at

the inner wall of the torus is high enough to measure the phase angle

between the reference wave and the wave which propagates twice through

the torus filled with plasma. When the electron density exceeds the
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critical value the phase angle between the reference wave and the wave

reflecting at the cut-off layer is measured. The signals are detected

by means of a crystal, amplified, and recorded on a double-beam oscil-

loscope simultaneously with the plasma current.

III.6 Magnetic field pick-up coils

Most of the information about the position of the discharge

could be obtained from the optical measurements; furthermore, magnetic

field pick-up coils sensitive to the poloidal magnetic field pro-

duced by the plasma current have been applied in order to measure dis-

placements of the column. To illustrate the method we consider an in-

finitely long cylindrical plasma column of radius, a, in a non-conduct-

ing cylindrical vessel, and with a current, I. The radial current den-

sity distribution has cylindrical symmetry. The time-integrated sig-

nals, u, of two opposite coils placed at θ = 0 and θ = π in the azi-

muthal direction at a distance, d, from the axis of the column, are

proportional to i/d. It will be obvious that if the column is concen-

tric with the cylinder, the ratio, ξ, is

(III.13)
9=0

If the whole column is displaced over a distance, h, along the line

θ = 0 , θ = π, it easily follows that

e=o

e=o

h

d
(III.14)

The displacement does not need to be along the line θ = 0, θ = π. If

the axis of the column has the coordinates r>, Θ., it can easily be

shown that the ratio can be approximated by

r,cosG,
ζ

R
(III.15)

, and θ.. For the

To derive this, the θ-component of the magnetic field at an arbitrary

position R,6 is expressed as a function of R, Θ, r.

meaning of the symbols used, see Fig. III.4.

μ Ι μ I R-r.cosie.-o)
Β,,ίΙΙ,θ,Γ,,θ,) = •£- cosa = 2 ^ J— =

ι - -^ cos(e-t

2ïïR 2r
(III.16)

1 -
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O—j

Fig. III.4. Meaning of the symbols used to obtain

the expression (III.15).

S o ,
i

ι + -± cos2(e-e1) +
(III.17)

It then follows that

6=0

τ
 c o s 9

i !i
r| R

1 + — cos20,

+ 0 ! R · (III.18)

Therefore, in principle, the detection of the Β -field outside the

plasma should give information about the position of the centre of the

current distribution.

Four coils, spaced 90° relative to each other, were mounted

around the minor circumference of the torus on a radius of 0.05 m at

θ = 0, hv, ir, Ι̂ π in one window of the iron core. Another set was

placed 90° shifted in the toroidal direction with respect to the first

one. The response of the identical coils is not only modified by the

curvature of the toroidal plasma column, but may also be influenced by

the reel-shaped primary winding. Therefore, it has been tried to simu-

late the plasma by replacing it by 5 copper turns in the equatorial

plane of the torus, located on radii R = 0.16, 0.175, 0.19, 0.205,and

0.22 m (numbered 1 through 5). These conductors serve as secondary

windings of the transformer, each separately or in parallel combinations.

The pick-up coils were placed at θ = 0, ̂ir, η, and l%ir, i.e. in the

same location as when the measurements of the discharge were taken.

This model of separate line currents is not very realistic, but

some idea could be obtained of the sensitivity of the above-mentioned

ratio for horizontal displacements of the centre of the current.
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If one disregards the real position, changes in ξ within one half

period of the current still give qualitative information about changes

in the position of the current-conducting region. The calibration

curves given in Fig. III.5 show no noticeable difference between the

response of the sets, located inside and out of the transformer window.

From this, it is concluded that the stray flux of the iron core is

properly screened by the primary winding and does not influence our

measurements.

1.0

0.5 -

-0.5 -

1 I 1

'"Χ Λ
- N #

Θ
t 1 1

1

— 2,3
—1,5
— 1 , 3
— 1,2,
— 2,3,

2,4

\

]

1

5
3,4,5
4

\

ι

16 17.5 19 20.5

- R

22

(cm)

Fig. III.5. The ratio ξ as a function of the location(s) of the secondary winding(s).

The numbers indicate the value obtained with the separate windings and

their parallel combinations.

a. The coil set perpendicular to the iron core.

b. The coil set in a window of the iron core.
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C H A P T E R IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

IV.1 The existence region of the discharge

The objective - see Chapter I - of the experiment has been to

study toroidal, inductively coupled discharges, ignited at low pres-

sure and sustained in a wide range of higher pressures obtained by

letting in gas from a reservoir. The experiments have been performed

in the facility described in Chapter II, normally with a reel-shaped

primary winding enclosing the torus. Although the main emphasis has

been on discharges in hydrogen, a number of different gases has been

used to demonstrate that with this equipment such discharges can also

be maintained in other gases. For each gas the maximum pressure at

which the discharges can still be sustained, is given in Table IV.1.

For all gases breakdown occurs around 0.1 Torr.

working gas

hydrogen

deuterium

nitrogen

helium

argon

TABLE IV.1

max. pressure (Torr)

20

30

75

100

* 700

For each gas the existence region depends on the balance of

dissipated power and energy loss as well as on the available power

from the generator (see Fig. II.7 and Fig. IV.5). Since the working

gas and the pressure are the only external variables - no changes in

the matching system have been introduced for these measurements - and

since the relative importance of loss mechanisms may change with pres-

sure, different types of discharges occur. Some properties of these

discharges will be described in the next sections.
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Fig. IV.1. Dynamic current-voltage characteristics of discharges in various gases

at different pressures. U: loop voltage, I: discharge currert. Picture a_

shows I and 0 as functions of time, for a hydrogen discharge at 1.2 Torr,

upper trace: 2.6 kA/div. / lower trace: -Γ67 V/div., sweep time: 20
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IV.2 Current-voltage characteristics

For the gases mentioned in Table IV.1 dynamic current-voltage

characteristics have been measured. A survey of some of these plots is

given in Fig. IV.1. In all cases these characteristics show hysteresis,

i.e. the loop voltage at a given current is not uniquely determined

but has a higher or a lower value, depending on whether the current is

increasing or decreasing. In general, this effect diminishes with in-

creasing pressure. In most cases the plasma current is almost sinusoid-

al, the largest deviations of the sinusoidal waveform occur at the

lowest pressures (Fig. IV.la). From the dynamic current-voltage charac-

teristics it can be seen that a small phase difference exists of at

most 9 degrees between plasma current and loop voltage. From this it

can be concluded that the electrical conductance can be found by simply

dividing plasma current and loop voltage. The error introduced in this

way never exceeds 2%. The phase difference is probably due to the

stray field between measuring winding and plasma loop.

In Figs. IV.2, IV.3, and IV.4 the maximum plasma current, the

loop voltage at current maximum, and the total conductivity at current

maximum are given as functions of pressure, it has been found that

with increasing pressure the plasma current decreases and the loop

voltage increases, so the plasma resistance increases with increasing

pressure. The dissipated power increases also with increasing pressure,

since the decrease in discharge current is smaller than the increase

2000
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Fig. IV.2. The maximum plasma current as a function of

pressure for different gases.
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Fig. IV.3. The loop voltage at current maximum as a

function of pressure for different gases.
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Fig. IV.4. The electrical conductance at maximum phase cur-

rent as a function of pressure for various gases.

in loop voltage. In argon the pressure could be increased almost to

one atmosphere without extinction of the discharge. In the other gases,

when the pressure had been raised above the values mentioned in Table

IV.1, the discharges extinguished because a higher loop voltage is re-

quired than could be realized. This lack of necessary secondary voltage

is not due to the limited flux swing of the iron core - the open loop

voltage always exceeds the loop voltage, even at the highest pressures -
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but because the generator could not deliver the primary current, neces-

sary both for the plasma and for the magnetization of the transformer

core. To maintain discharges at higher voltages it would be necessary

at these high impedances to supply more power.

It is illustrative, also in connection with Section II.2, to

plot the power, Ρ , dissipated in the plasma as a function of the plas-

ma resistance, R . This has been done in Fig. IV.5. For R the value

at current maximum has been taken, Ρ is set equal to half the product

of the current amplitude and the corresponding value of the loop volt-

age. The error in Ρ , introduced by the phase difference between the

loop voltage and the plasma current, never exceeds 2%.

3 0 0

Pp (kW)

2 0 0

100

ο Hydrogen
Δ Deuterium
χ Helium
• Argon
© Nitrogen

100 2 0 0 300 400

*- Rp (mft)

Fig. IV.5. The power, P p, dissipated in the plasma as a function of the plasma
resistance, IL, at current maximum.

If the deformation of the loop voltage and the plasma current is also

taken into account, then the error is determined as follows.

For some cases the integral

Τ τ

i [ I(t)U(t)dt = i f Ρ (t)dt

0 0
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has been worked out by substitution of the measured plasma current,

I(t), and loop voltage, U(t). The results have been compared with the

results obtained above. It turns out that the deviation is 10% at most,

so that the approximation for Ρ used above is an appropriate estimate.

It can be seen that the power range is between 80 and 260 kW for plasma

resistances in the range of 40 to 400 mfi. Most measured points are on

a curve similar to the rising branch of curve II in Fig. II.7.

The reproducibility of the current-voltage characteristics of

discharges in nitrogen decreases when the pressure is 50 Torr or more:

differences of some tens of volts appear in the loop voltage at current

maximum. As could be observed visually, the discharge is less quiet

and moves through the torus which could be the reason for the devia-

tions in the characteristics.

The pressure dependence of current and loop voltage is much less

pronounced when the torus is filled with argon. The plasma current de-

creases only slightly with pressure and the increase of the loop volt-

age is also smaller. Moreover, this voltage is much lower than the

loop voltage in the other cases. Consequently, the necessary power

level is lower. It is therefore not surprising that in this case it

has been possible to reach pressures of almost one atmosphere without

extinction of the discharge. As in our system pressures above one atmo-

sphere could not be realized, it was not possible to determine another

upper limit for the pressure.

In Fig. IV.6 the loop voltage at current maximum as a function

600

500

400

300

200

6 Torr

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

•» I (A)

Fig. IV.6. The loop voltage at current maximum as a function of the plasma

current for discharges in hydrogen at three different pressures.
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of the plasma current is given for discharges in hydrogen at three dif-

ferent pressures. The plasma current can only be varied appreciably by

variation of the matching system. For that purpose the value of the

total capacity has been changed from 14.9 to 39.6 μΡ, corresponding

with a variation of the current amplitude from 500 to 2300 A. Apart

from an unexplained scatter of the points near the lowest currents at

pressures of 6 and 10 Torr, these characteristics show a smooth de-

crease in the arc voltage at increasing current. This is most pro-

nounced for the 20 Torr characteristic.

The external magnetic field has been applied after the dis-

charges (in hydrogen) were fully established. The influence of this

toioidal magnetic field on the dynamic characteristics is negligibly

small. Only at the lowest pressures, a very small change in the form

of the characteristics could be observed, but this difference could

also be due to deviations in the adjustment of the pressure.

These characteristics are also dependent on the radius of the

tube. Therefore, the torus with a minor radius of 4 cm has been re-

placed by another one with a minor radius of 2.5 cm, while the major

radius was the same: 19 cm. In Fig. IV.7 the same quantities as in

Figs. IV.2, IV.3, and IV.4 have been plotted for hydrogen gas, measured

under the same conditions. The loop voltage at current maximum is

higher and the plasma current is lower in the case of the more slender

torus. For higher pressures the form of the characteristics is similar

400 r

2000

=> 300

200

-t

100 -

18O0

1600

1400 •

1200
L

Fig. IV.7. The electrical conductance and loop voltage at current maximum

as well as the maximum plasma current as functions of pressure,

for discharges in hydrogen in a torus with R= 19 cm and r = 2.5 cm.
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to those found in the larger torus; at lower pressures there is always

a constant loop voltage with increasing current after current zero,

see Fig. IV.8.
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Fig. IV.8. Dynamic current-voltage characteristics of discharges in

hydrogen at various pressures in a torus with R = 19 cm

and r = 2.5 cm. U: loop voltage, I: plasma current.

The graphs in Figs. IV.2 up to IV.5, as well as in Fig. IV.7

give only an overall view of the pressure dependence of the quantities

mentioned. Not only the amplitudes but also the form of the current-

voltage characteristics is influenced by the pressure, see Fig. IV.1

as well as Fig. IV.8.

IV.3 The start of the discharge at reduced pressure

Breakdown of the gas has normally been obtained at 0.1 Torr H-.

It is possible to vary this pressure between 0.05 and 0.2 Torr at most.

It has not always been possible to achieve breakdown as soon as the

8 kHz signal is switched on the primary of the transformer. Sometimes

breakdown occurred at a later moment in the cycle - provided that

valve F remained closed - or there was no breakdown at all.

Obs. To facilitate the procedure and to ascertain that measurements

could be done at a fixed point in time, the auxiliary pre-ioniza-

tion (Section II.7) has been used in those cases where the initial

phase of the discharge was not of interest.

Typical examples of the first stage of the discharge are given

in Fig. IV.9, where the loop voltage and plasma current are displayed

as functions of time. Simultaneous streak pictures are shown in Fig.

IV.10. The external magnetic field has been applied for 3 ms, the igni-

tion takes place * 1 ms after switching on of this field. The breakdown
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voltage is about 600 V. The streak pictures show clearly that in the

case where the B_,-field is zero, the luminosity becomes constant after

5 half periods of the 8-kHz signal, except for a decreasing intensity

at current zero. In particular at the highest magnetic field of 0.5 T,

succeeding half periods differ in luminosity.

Fig. IV.9. Plasma current - upper trace - and loop voltage - lower trace - as
functions of time for discharges in hydrogen in the i n i t i a l phase.
The external magnetic field BT i s : a) BT = 0 T, b) BT = 0.25 T, and
c) BT = 0.5 T. Opper trace: 2.6 kA/div., lower trace: 333 V/div.,
sweep time 50 ps/div.

total sweep time 550

Fig. IV.10. Typical streak pictures of the discharges in hydrogen in the i n i t i a l
phase, a) Β = 0 Τ, b) Β = 0.25 Τ, c) Β = 0.5 Τ.
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IV.4 Photographic observations of fully developed discharges

In Fig. IV.11 some streak pictures are given of discharges in

hydrogen at different pressures. Some remarks should be made. At lower

pressures the frequency of 16 kHz can be identified more clearly.

There is an evident decrease in luminosity near current zero at lower

pressures. For higher pressures this effect is less pronounced or al-

most disappears. At pressures of 10 Torr or higher the discharge is

shifted to the outer wall. At the maximum pressure that has been

outer wall of thp tor u<

H > ' * ' w o i>r t h e t< ' r

lower wciH of the toru'

Fig. IV.11. Streak pictures of fully developed discharges in hydrogen.
Standard torus (R • 19 cm, r = 4 cm): a,b,c,d,e,f. Torus with
R = 19 cm, r = 2.5 . . g. Picture f with B̂p = 0.25 T.
Pressures: a) 0.1 rorr, b) 1 Torr, c) 6 Torr, d) 10 Torr,
e) 20 Torr, f) 1.2 Torr, and g) 1.2 Torr.
The first picture explains how the torus wall and the sweep
time are indicated.
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reached, 20 Torr, the discharge seems to be located mostly in the

outer half of the torus while near current zero the luminosity de-

creases again. For pressures well above *» 1 Torr all succeeding half

periods are equal, while for lower pressures the discharge becomes un-

stable and irreproducible. The onset of this phenomenon occurs below

1.2 Torr and streak pictures show less quiescent discharges at lower

pressures. If this is compared with discharges in the more slender

torus (r = 2.5 cm) it is striking that the discharge is already un-

stable at a pressure of 1.2 Torr. The pressure above which quiescent

discharges can be made is then 1.5 Torr. For all pressures the decrease

in luminosity near current zero is more pronounced and - as in the

former case - this effect is weaker at higher pressures.

The influence of the external magnetic field on the behaviour

of the discharge is most significant at lower pressure. At 1.2 Torr

the dark intervals around each current zero are partly filled up when

the magnetic field is turned on. The intensity in succeeding half

periods shows irregular fluctuations. The highest intensity originates

from the inner side of the torus.

Some features of discharges in the different gases may be noted.

The discharges in deuterium are similar to those in hydrogen. Dis-

charges in helium (see Fig. IV.12) show two different forms of light

emission, the intensities of which are dependent on pressure. When the

pressure is below 5 Torr, the discharge could be photographed only

during an interval of * 25 ps starting from 15 ps after a current zero

in each half period. At 5 Torr a second intensity maximum arises near

current zero, increasing in brightness with rising pressure while at

Fig. IV.12. Streak pictures of discharges in helium at different pressures,
a) 3 Torr, b) 10 Torr, c) 25 Torr, d) 100 Torr.
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the same time the original maximum decreases. At 25 Torr the emissions

give about equal optical density on the polaroid film. Both maxima are

well-separated from each other, showing twice as many dark intervals

as at pressures below 5 Torr. Above 25 Torr these dark intervals begin

to fill up, but even at 100 Torr the different maxima could still be

distinguished. The second maximum always occurs nearer to the outer

wall than the first one. This phenomenon gives the impression that the

discharge is displaced more to the outer wall at each current zero.

Moreover, for pressures above 50 Torr the column as a whole is shifted

outwards.

When argon is used as a working gas, the decrease in luminosity

near current zero disappears around 15 Torr. For higher pressures no

separate half periods can be detected, the discharges show a constant

brightness as a function of time. The light intensity increases with

increasing pressure. Some pictures (Fig. IV.13) of the discharges taken

at pressures of 5, 10, 50, and 4 50 Torr show that the discharge does

not completely fill up the torus.

α b

c d

Fig. IV.13. Streak pictures of discharges in argon at different pressures,

a) 5 Torr, b) 10 Torr, c) 50 Torr, d) 450 Torr.

When the torus is filled with nitrogen, the discharges have a

different form compared with those in the other gases (Fig. IV.14).

There is again a decrease in luminosity near current zero for lower

pressures, i.e. lower than about 12 Torr in this case. The optical

density as displayed on the polaroid film is highest in regions near

the upper and lower wall of the torus with an intermediate dark zone.
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Fig. IV.14. Typical pictures of discharges in nitrogen at various pressures,

a) 5 Torr, b) 25 Torr, c) 60 Torr.

There is also an increased light emission from the region near the

inner wall. This gives the impression that the most luminous part of

the discharge is a region with a crescent-shaped cross-section. For

discharges between 15 and 50 Torr the emitted light originates mainly

from the centre of the tube with a small shift towards the outer wall.

Particular phenomena occur when the pressure is increased up to

50 Torr or higher. It seems that the whole plasma rotates or in any

case moves through the minor cross-section of the torus. As mentioned

in Section IV.2, the reproducibility of the current-voltage charac-

teristics also decreases for these pressures.

IV.5 The pick-up coil measurements

The poloidal magnetic field has been measured with two sets of

coils as described in Section III.5.

Some results have been plotted in Figs. IV.15 and IV.16.

In Fig. IV.15 the ratio, ξ, of the signals (u. - u .) and

(u. + u .) has been plotted as a function of time for discharges in

hydrogen at three different pressures: 1, 3, and 6 Torr. The signals

are from the coil set located perpendicular to the iron core. The

function C(t) has also been plotted in Fig. IV.16 for a hydrogen dis-

charge at 3 Torr, but then taken from the coil set located in a window

of the iron core. In the figures the arrows indicate the direction of

increasing ξ.
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Fig. iv.15. The function ξ(ί), obtained with the coil set prependicular to the

iron core, for discharges in hydrogen at different pressures.

a) 1 Torr, b) 3 Torr, and c) 6 Torr.

0.6

out

Fig. IV.16. The function £(t) for a hydrogen discharge at 3 Torr, obtained

with the coil set in a window of the iron core.

As already pointed out in Section III.5, it is difficult to

derive the coordinates of the current-carrying region from the func-

tion C(t). Qualitatively, however, some conclusions can be drawn. The

pictures show that there is a slight tendency for an outward movement

of the column in each half period of the plasma current. Though the
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accuracy in the ratio ξ is not very high when the current passes

through zero, it may be noted that this movement is then enhanced. "Re-

ignition" takes place nearer to the inner wall of the torus, followed

by a fast displacement in the first microseconds of each half period.

For the discharge at a pressure of 1 Torr another comment can be made.

After current zero the initial outward displacement changes into a

slight inward movement: the function ξ(t) has a flat minimum around

22 \is after current zero. This means that at this time the distance

of the discharge to the inner wall of the torus is largest, which is

confirmed by the streak picture given in Fig. IV.lib.

IV.6 The influence of the form of the primary winding on the plasma

Normally, a reel-shaped primary winding has been used - Section

II. The following modifications have been introduced:

A. Two parallel circular copper disks, one above, the other one below

the torus at distances of 10.3 cm from the toroidal midplane. These

disks could also be excited separately.

B. The inner vertical part of the reel has been removed and the reel

has been closed along the outer circumference.

C. The inner vertical part has been insulated from the remainder of

the reel, serving as a passive shield and at the same time screening

the stray flux of the central leg of the core. Just like in case Β

the reel has been closed along the outer circumference.

D. A hollow copper loop (minor diameter of 21 mm) with a major radius

equal to the major radius of the torus is situated 6.6 cm above the

toroidal midplane.

E. One single cable located in the lower corner of and closely wound

around the central leg of the transformer core.

We have neither discovered differences in the streak pictures

in case C compared with those when the standard primary winding is

used, nor between the modifications A and Β with respect to each other.

As far as modification D is concerned: for pressures higher than 3 Torr

the discharges look similar to those with the reel-shaped primary

winding. At pressures below 3 Torr and most pronounced at 1.2 Torr,

a decrease in luminosity near the upper wall of the torus has been ob-

served after current zero (see Fig. IV.17). At lower pressures no

quiescent discharges could be made. With modification Ε the decrease

in luminosity after current zero has again been observed, this time at

the lower wall and at the inner wall of the torus (see Fig. IV.18).

It is suggested as a possible explanation that all these shifts are

due to the mutual repulsion of the primary and the secondary current.
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Fig. IV.17. Streak picture of a hydrogen discharge at 1.2 Torr.

Primary winding according to modification D. The inner

dark region in top view is due to the location of the

primary in the line of signt.

Fig. IV.18. Streak picture of a hydrogen discharge at 1 Torr.

Primary winding according to modification E.

The effect in case E is smaller than in case D, because with modifica-

tion E the distance of the winding to the plasma loop is larger than

with modification D.

Finally, it is noted that also with the standard primary winding

and with modification C the effect of decrease in luminosity after

current zero has been observed in discharges with pressures around

1 Torr, but in these cases at the inner wall (see Fig. IV.lib). For

A and Β this decrease in luminosity is not present. This is the only

aspect in which these streak pictures differ from those with the stan-

dard winding or modification C. Again, the effect may be explained by

the mutual repulsion of the plasma current and the current excited in

the inner part of the reel.

Summarizing, it is concluded that the discharges in hydrogen

almost completely fill up the torus, independent of the form of the

primary winding, except for the disturbances observed at low pressure

on the side of the primary winding.

IV.7 The temperature estimated from the electrical conductivity

The electrical conductance, G, has been derived from the mea-

sured discharge current and loop voltage and plotted as a function of

time (Fig. IV.19).
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Fig. IV.19. The electrical conductance in a full period of the plasma
current for discharges in hydrogen at different pressures.

The temperature has been estimated from the conductance, under

the assumption of a constant cross-section of the current-carrying re-

gion during the full period of the discharge current. The electrical

conductivity has been related to the electron temperature using Spitzer's

formula
38}

for a fully ionized hydrogen plasma:

Τ '~
σ = 1 . 9 1 χ e

ΛηΛ '
(IV.1)

with T
g
 expressed in eV. If G is taken as: G = σ

 fTr
*L , where the con-

stant f (0 < f <_ 1) is a form factor for the profile of the electrical

conductivity, o(r), the electron temperature can be found from
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T g = 0.28 G''3 eV (IV.2)

when t h e fo l lowing s u b s t i t u t i o n s a r e made: R = 0.19 m, r = 0.04 m,

f = 0 . 5 , and ί,ηΛ = 6. The r e s u l t s have been p l o t t e d i n F i g . IV.20.
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Fig. IV.20.

The temperature as a
function of time,
estimated from the elec-
t r i c a l conductivity for
discharges in hydrogen
at different pressures.
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Some remarks should be made. It is worthwhile to examine if for

our plasmas the electrical conductivity as given by Spi.tzer has to be

corrected for electron-atom collisions. An expression for the electric-

al conductivity in a partially ionized plasma consisting of electrons,

ions, and atoms only, can be taken from Maecker39).

σ =

n
i

e
io

+ n
e

e
eo

n
i

e
io

e
ie

+ n
e

E
eo

e
ei

+
Vio

£
eo

(IV.3)

with the friction coefficient ει: 3
 v

2kT
 m
i

m
j

π m.+m. ij '
(IV.4)

where Q.. is the cross-section for collisions between unlike particles

and m., m. stand for the masses of particles of kind i and j.

, m. «* m . and n. = η , the expression can be reduced to:
) ι ο ι eAs ε. << ε.
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 t n e formula above reduces to
O 6CJ Q SI

σ = e
ie

 4 m
e /8kf

 Q
ei

(IV.6)

which is the Spitzer's conductivity with

Q . = 5 x 10"v
ei

(IV.7)

From Eq. (IV.5) it can be seen that if the electron-atom interaction

plays an important role, it is essential to know the composition of

the plasma in order to derive the temperature from the electrical

conductivity. The cross-section for collisions between electrons

and atoms can be taken as Q = 2.5xlO~
19
 m

2
 for Τ < 1 eV (Ref. 40)

Then, from Eqs. (IV.5) and (IV.6) it follows that

-i

1 + 2.5 χ 10"
2
 — (IV.8)

with Τ expressed in eV.

Thus, for temperatures between 0.5 and 1.5 eV, the ratio σ/σ is 0.65
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at' most, even if the neutral density would exceed the electron density

by a factor of 10. The temperature derived for the hydrogen discharge

at 6 Torr pressure is taken as an example. The electron density is well

above 2.4xlO
20
 m~

3
 during the full period of the discharge current;

taking η = 5χ10
20
 m~

3
 and Τ = 1 eV, it follows from ρ = kT(n +2n ),

if the pressure is assumed constant over the cross-section of the torus,

that η
o

4xlO
21
 m~

3
, so η /n

o e
8; the temperature calculated accord-

ing to Spitzer's formula is * 10% too low.

It should be noticed that in the foregoing it has been assumed

that the electron temperature equals the temperature of the heavy par-

ticles. If the latter were appreciably lower than the electron tempera-

ture, the neutral density, as deduced from the pressure, would be higher

and therefore the influence of the electron-atom interaction would have

been underestimated. Consequently, the actual temperature would be

higher than derived above.

Finally, the increase in temperature after each current zero is

less pronounced if it is assumed that the cross-section of the current-

carrying region is smaller near current zero and larger at current

maximum.

IV.8 The microwave measurements

The microwave measurements show that for discharges in hydrogen

the electron density is above the cut-off density for 2-mm waves, i.e.

2.4xlO
20
 m~

3
, during the full period of the plasma current for pres-

sures of 6 Torr or higher. For pressures above 1.2 Torr the electron

density exceeds cut-off for 4-mm waves, i.e. 5.6xlO
19
 m~

3
 during the

full period. For intermediate pressures the plasma is transparent for

2-mm waves during only a part of the period. Below 1.2 Torr the plasma

becomes transparent for 4-mm waves for short time intervals. A typical

interferogram taken at a pressure of 1.2 Torr is given in Fig. IV.21.

In the transparent phase the wave passes twice through the torus since

the wave is reflected at the far surface of the torus. So the total

phase variation, Δφ, due to the presence of the plasma, is given by

R-r

Δφ =

R+r

(IV.9)

(see Section III.5)

with Ν is the number of fringes

are the elect

respectively

n(x),n are the electron density and the critical density,
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λ is the wavelength in vacuum

R,r are the major and minor radius, respectively.

If somewhere in the torus the density exceeds cut-off, at the coordi-

nate R (t), this surface acts as a reflector for the waves. Then the

phase shift is given by:

Rc(t)

Δφ = 2wN = 2

R+r

[,_ , . {IV.10)

Fig. IV.21. A typical interferogram of a hydrogen discharge at a pressure of
1.2 Torr, as obtained with the 2-mm microwave interferometer (lower
trace). Upper trace: discharge current 1.05 kA/div. Sweep time:
10 ps/div. The symbols indicate the moments in time when the
electron density is minimum (t,) or maximum (t,) or equal to the
cut-off density for these waves (t and t ).

The two different parts of the interferogram can be distinguished be-

cause of the difference between the reflection in the plasma and the

reflection at the torus wall. The decrease in amplitude near the cut-

off density is due to dispersion of the waves.

From the fact that the plasma remains transparent for 4-mm

waves during a few microseconds when the pressure is chosen just below

1.2 Torr, i t is decided that at 1.2 Torr the cut-off density for 4-mm

waves is just reached. This occurs 15 ps after current zero. This den-

sity of 6*lO19 irT3 is a minimum density in time, and, also, a maximum

density as a function of the spatial coordinate. In Fig. IV.22 the

time intervals during which the plasma is transparent or opaque, for

2-mm waves, are indicated for discharges in hydrogen at pressures of

1.2, 3, and 4.5 Torr and, as far as possible, the points of time at
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which the electron density is maximum or minimum. It can be seen that

the build-up of the electron density occurs more rapidly than its decay.

With higher pressure, the electron density increases and the interval

in which the plasma is transparent for the 2-mm waves becomes shorter.

3Torr

U

125

Fig. IV.22. Time intervals during which the plasma is transparent or opaque for
2-mm waves, for discharges in hydrogen at different pressures. The
meaning of t throuca t . as stated previously.

Moreover, this interval appears at a later time after current zero.

In Table IV.2 the moments in time at which the minimum ( t . ) , maximum

(t^), and critical - for the 2-mm waves - electron density (t_ and t.)

is reached, are given for discharges at different pressures in hydrogen,

helium, argon, and nitrogen.

Apart from these features the interferograms contain, in prin-

ciple, s t i l l more information about the development of the electron

density within a period. It is however difficult to relate quantita-

tively the number of fringes to the electron density averaged over
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the path length:

1. As mentioned, this length is different for the transparent and the

opaque intervals.

2. The density does not go down to zero, but to a certain minimum

level, so that it is not possible to determine the mean density by

counting the number of fringes, as is usually done, e.g. in an

afterglow.

3. Near cut-off the fringes cannot be distinguished very well, since

they follow each other rapidly and also decrease in amplitude.

4. As intervals exist in which n(x) η the integral expression may

not simply be replaced by ƒ η dl.

Gas

Hydrogen

Helium

Argon

Nitrogen

Pressure

(Torr)

1.2

3

4.5

2

3

5

0.5

1

1.5

1.3

2

3

TABLE IV.

(ys)

15

17

15

17

19

14

15

17

13

16

18

2

fc
2

(US)

29

28

25

34

31

27

27

22

21

fc
3

(PS)

42

48

53

36

38

40

40

45

46

34

43

44

(ps)

51

61

20

40

45

58

57

43

4

As an example an attempt will be made to derive more detailed

information about the course of the electron density in discharges in

hydrogen at a pressure of 1.2 Torr, where the 4-mm bridge shows that

the maximum density decreases to δχίΟ
1 9
 irf

3
. The number of 2-mm fringes

counted in each interval is given in Fig. IV.23. The largest number of

fringes is found in the transparent interval where the electron density

decreases. To relate these fringes to the electron density the integral

Δφ
 = 2ΤΓΝ = 1IL 2 J [l - {l - 2 ^ }

%
] dx (IV.ll)

has been worked out for three different electron density profiles,
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Fig. IV.23. The number of 2-mm fringes in each interval for a hydrogen discharge
at 1.2 Torr.

which were al l assumed to be cylindrically symmetric (see Fig. IV.24)

0.01

0.01

Fig. IV.24. The number of fringes, N, divided by the number of wavelengths on

a diameter, 2a/A, as a function of η /η for three different

profiles of the electron density, a) homogeneous, b) linear,

c) parabolic density distributions.

A homogeneous density distribution

n
e
(x) = n

e o
 , 0 £ χ £ a

yields

(IV.12a)

(IV.12)
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For a linear density distribution

η (x) = η (1 - x/a) , 0 < χ < a , (IV.l3a)

one obtains

(IV.13)

Finally, for a parabolic density distribution

, 0 (IV.14a)

the result is

Νλ
2a~

eo

eo
η

Hn

-
 n
eo

/ n
c

(IV.14)

If one assumes that the electron density decreases without

change in profile, then, when the density decreases from 2.4xlO
20
 m~

3
 to

6xlO
19
 m~

3
 with the number of 2-mm fringes found to be Ν = 22, it fol-

lows (cf. Fig. IV.24), that only a parabolic distribution leads to a

width of the profile, 2a, fitting inside the torus diameter (a = 29 nun,

r = 4 0 mm). A linear profile would have a width exceeding the minor

diameter of the torus. A rectangular profile, which is unrealistic on

general considerations anyway, is ruled out because then no fringes

should have been measured with the 4-mm interferometer during the den-

sity decrease from 2.4xlO
20
 m"

3
 to 6xlO

19
 m~

3
. With.the assumption of

a parabolic profile, η (t) can be plotted between t. = 51 ys and

t = (15+62.5) = 77.5 ys (Fig. IV.25).

The increase of η (t) between t = 77,5 ys and t„ = 91,5 ys

can be described by assuming a linear profile over a radius of 29 mm

or a parabolic profile with a = 18 mm to account for the observed

number of fringes: Ν = 14. Between t„ = 91.5 ys and t, = 104.5 ys

the density increases further. If the linear dependence on the radius

is maintained and the maximum density is extrapolated to 3.0xl0
20
 m~

3

at t = 104.5 ys, then the observed number of 2-mm fringes Ν = 7 in

this interval can be accounted for. This is 5.4 fringes because of

the change in location of the reflecting surface (where the electron

density is critical) and 2.0 fringes because of the increase of the

density in front of this surface. Thus, it is necessary to assume

either a jump from a parabolic profile to a linear profile or a jump
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in the width of the parabolic profile.

Several models for the density distribution have been tried to

account for the observed number of fringes in the various intervals

between the occurrence of cut-off for 4-mm and 2-mm waves. It is found

that it is always necessary to assume different profiles in the build-

up phase and in the decay phase. Qualitatively, it seems realistic

that the initial increase of the electron density within each half

period of the plasma current occurs in a region of small cross-section

and that later the profile is smoothed out upon reaching the maximum

density. Afterwards, the density decreases to the minimum value while

contracting to a smaller cross-section.

~ 5.0

o
«ι

C 2.0 -

t (μβ)

Fig. IV.25. Possible time-dependent behaviour of the electron density
on the axis for a hydrogen discharge at 1.2 Torr. The
meaning of t^ through t as stated previously.

IV.9 Line-intensity measurements

In Fig. IV.2 6 a typical example is given of the measurements

performed with the optical analyzer described in Section I I I . 4 . The

line intensities of H„ and Η originating from the same cross-section

of the plasma are plotted in side view and in top view of the torus.

The numbers of the plots indicate the times at which the sample has

been taken. These numbers correspond with those in the plot of the

plasma current. The time interval between two samples computed back

to the 125 ps period is 4.5 us.
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Fig. IV.26. Side-on and top-view distributions of the emitted Hβ- and Ηγ-radiation

during a part of the period of the plasma current. The time interval

between two succeeding measurements is 4.5 ys. The times are numbered

1 through 16 and are indicated in the plot of the discharge current.

The discharges were in hydrogen at a pressure of 3 Torr.
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As it is necessary to use a sampling technique (Section III.4)

complications arise in the measurements: only 16 samples can be taken

in one shot, because a 0.5 k memory has been used. Using a real time

interval of 503 ys between each sample, an interval of 45 ps of the

full period of the plasma current is described at intervals of 3 ys if

the frequency is exactly 8 kHz. However, the frequency is not perfect-

ly constant and differs slightly from one shot to the other. If the

period is, e.g. 125.3 ps, then with the same real time-setting between

the hold commands, the intervals between two succeeding samples will

be 1.8 ys and 16 steps will cover only 27 ps of the full period. There-

fore, the plasma current has been recorded simultaneously on the modi-

fied channel Mo. 1. Figure IV. 26 has been composed of different shots

in order to get a correct comparison of the distributions taken side

on and in top view. The distributions obtained in this way correspond

with normal streak pictures, but they are at discrete points in time,

wavelength-dependent and not folded with the sensitivity of the polar-

oid film. The ratio between the intensity of Η
β
 and the intensity of

Η is arbitrary in the pictures. Figure IV.26 shows that the emission

varies within each period not only in amplitude, but also in distribu-

tion over a cross-section of the torus. The side-on distributions re-

main rather symmetric, but from the top-view distributions it can be

seen that at higher current amplitude most of the emission originates

from the outer part of the torus. Because of the lack of symmetry the

distributions cannot be converted in intensity profiles by means of an

Abel inversion. Therefore, if one tries to derive a temperature from

the measured intensities, one has to restrict to a temperature averaged

over a plasma slice. To this purpose the intensity of the Balmer lines,

H„, Η , and H. has been plotted in Fig. IV.27 as a function of time

for discharges at different pressures. The intensities are emitted

from a plasma slice of =» 5 mm height around the midplane of the torus,

as indicated in Fig. IV.28. The - arbitrary - units for the different

wavelengths at the vertical axis are calibrated relative to each other.

At pressures below 3 Torr the intensity of the Η,,-line is too low to

detect.

The amplitude of the measured intensities increases with in-

creasing pressure. Besides, the phase of tha plotted signals relative

to the 8 kHz plasma current varies with pressure. It can, for example,

be seen that with increasing pressure the maximum of the Hg-intensity

around t = 25 ps decreases while a second maximum in the intensity

arises after current zero. The second maximum increases with increas-

ing pressure. At 10 Torr only this second maximum around 7 ps after

current zero exists.
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Fig. IV.27. The intensities of the Hg-, Η -, and tu-lines as a function of

time for hydrogen discharges at different pressures.
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Fig. IV.28. Location of the slice.

IV.10 The temperature derived from line intensity ratios

The intensity of a spectral line, corresponding to an atomic

transition from an excited state k into a state I, as emitted from an

optically thin slice, is given by the relation

4?
 h
k,l

Β/λ, (IV.15)

where

I, . is the spectral intensity

A, is the transition probability from level k to level Ζ

h is Planck's constant

c is the velocity of light

λ,
 0
 is the wavelength of the line

s is the length of the slice (cf. Fig. IV.28)

n, is the number of atoms in state k.

Thus, the relative population densities of the energy levels 4, 5,

and 6 of the hydrogen atom can be calculated from the ratios of the
e

measured line intensities. It is, of course, a necessary condition

that the intensities originate from the same location in the slab. If

the intensity profiles for the wavelengths involved differed consider-

ably, the comparison would be meaningless, but from the side-on and top-

view distributions there is experimental evidence that this is not the

case.

The evaluation of these relative population densities depends

on the estimate of the distribution function of the atoms excited in

the energy levels involved.
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If thermodynamic equilibrium exists, the population of excited

atoms in state,k,relative to the ground state is given by the relation

n
k

=
"V

kT
exc

 m
-

3 (IV.16)

where

n
1
 is the concentration of atoms in the ground state

g, g. are statistical weights of state k and the ground state,
κ ψ ι

respectively

Ε, is the excitation energy for state k

k is Boltzmann's constant

Τ is the excitation temperature which equals the electron

temperature, the ion temperature, the atom temperature as

well as the molecule temperature, inherent to the concept

of thermodynamic equilibrium.

For plasmas with electron densities in the range of 10
z 0
 m~

3
, thermo-

dynamic equilibrium cannot, be expected, but it is, in principle, still

possible to determine the excitation temperature from the measured

line intensities if local thermodynamic equilibrium exists from a cer-

tain energy level of the atom. The question from which level on LTE is

reached, can be examined by comparing the total rate of collisional

excitations of atoms in the level considered and the probability of

radiative decay from that level. If it is required that the collisional

processes exceed the radiative ones by at least a factor of 10, this

leads, for hvdrogen, to the following criterion to establish partial

LTE
4 1 )

:

where

> 7X10
2 4

8.5
(IV.17)

η is the lowest energy level for which LTE should be valid

E. is the ionization energy = 13.58 eV

Τ is expressed in eV.

The electron temperature, Τ , appears in the formula, as it is assumed

that the excitation is mainly due to electron-atom collisions. As we

are interested in the population of levels 4, 5, and 6, the condition

reduces to

η > 1.5xlO
19
 (Τ )

e — e
(T in eV) (IV.18)
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In deriving this criterion the average radiative decay rate, R^, of

states with principal quantum number η (i.e. the sum of the transition

probabilities, R = Σ A ) is approximated by
η'<n η,η'

R = 1.6X10
10
 w

η
(IV.19)

and the collisional-transition rate, C ,, per atom in state η to

state n' is estimated as

C ,= <σ ,v> η
η ,η' η, η' e

(T
e
 in eV) . (IV.20)

It is noted that the criterion is not valid for low electron tempera-
42)

tures. Then, as suggested by Drawin , a more sophisticated criterion is

obtained, not by using the above approximations, but by calculating

the balance between the collisional excitation rate and the radiative

decay rate for level 4 directly. Requiring again

l O n
4

l A
41

A
43> i

 n
e

n
4

(IV.21)

and substituting the appropriate cross-section averaged over a Max-
42)

wellian velocity distribution as well as the radiative transition
43 44)

probabilities ' , it is found that at low electron temperature the

electron density necessary to ascertain PLTE should be higher than

predicted by Griem's criterion (Fig. IV.29).

It is further noted that the disturbance of PLTE due to the tran-

sient behaviour of the plasma can be neglected according to Griem's

criterion for the equilibration time, τ°, (Ref. 41)

4.5xlO
1 3

(Τ in eV) (IV.22)

which gives for level 4

ο „ 4.8x1010
 m
h
T'e (T in eV) (IV.22a)

The microwave measurements show that the electron density is

above 2.4xlO
20
 m~

3
 for pressures of 6 Torr or higher, so according to

curve II in Fig.· IV. 29, this density is high enough to ascertain the
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T„ (eV)

Fig. IV.29. The minimum electron density required to ascertain the validity of
PLTE from lev^1 4 onward. Curve I when criterion (IV.18) i s used.
Curve I I according to criterion (IV.21).

validity of PLTE in our temperature range for a stationary plasma.

At these densities and temperatures in the order of 1 eV, T^ is in the

order of 10"
9
 s, so that the plasma behaviour as a function of time

can be regarded as a succession of stationary states. Therefore, one

may expect to find consistent excitation temperatures for these high

pressures when the concept of PLTE is applied.

According to the concept of PLTE the population density n, of

level k (k=4, 5, 6) is given by:

h^ ]3/2 Ik
nk = -T n|<*V'

<VV / k T

e

where me stands for the electron mass; the other symbols have already

been defined in this section. If one substitutes the numerical values,

the expression can be written as

= 3.32x10'• 2 8
- 3 /

(IV.23)

with Τ expressed in eV.

Thus, from Eqs. (IV.15) and (IV.23) it follows that the mea-

sured intensities of the lines H,

tions

Η and Η- are given by the rela-
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ψ _3/ 0.85/T (χ)

î  = 1.44XJ0-
111
 n^(x){T

e
(x)}

 h
 e dx

R-r

R+r

i = 7.49X.L0-
1
·

2

γ

n
2
(x){T (x) }
ee

(/
 0.54/T (x)

'
2
 e

 e
 dx

R
1
r

R+r

R-r

(IV.24)

with Τ in eV.

If one estimates the ratios i
fi
/i etc. by replacing the above in-

_3/ AF/T
tegrals by n

:>
T 'e

 e
 s (s is the total length of the slice) , one

obtains the following relations:

+0.31/Τ
Βγ

V S = 1-92 e

+0.47/T
f

+0.16/T,

i /i, = 1.69 e
Ύ i>

γ 6

(IV.25)

with T

V\
(in eV] is the excitation temperature derived from ratios

e t c
-

It can be seen from Eq. (IV.?5) that the intensity ratio is

only sensitive to the excitation temperature, Τ , if Τ is not
GXC 6XC

much greater t ian the energy difference of the upper levels of the

transitions considered. The relative error in the measured intensity

ratio, i./ii,/ leads to a relative error in the excitation temperature,

Τ . ,
;
 , which is given by

ΔΤ,,

Τ ...
.IK

(IV.26)

as easily follows from relations (IV.25). The measured intensities of

the Η - and H.-lines are small with respect to the H„-intensity and
y c ρ

have relatively large errors. For these reasons the ratio i /i. has not

been used in determining the temperature Τ .. The results are given in

Fig. IV.30. The temperatures T. and T„„ show a reasonable agreement.

However, the temperatures found around 0.3 eV are lower than those

derived from the electrical conductivity. Moreover, the phase relative

to the 8 kHz pla'sma current is drastically in contrast with that of

the conductivity temperature: the highest temperatures are found near
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Fig. IV.30. The temperature as a function of time derived from the line
intensities for three different pressures.

current zero and the lowest temperatures near current maximum. It

should be noted that these temperatures are obtained from intensities

which are averaged over the line of sight through the slicft, so it is

possible that a higher temperature exists in the centre while the main

part of the intensities originates from colder, outer regions of the

plasma. The low values around 0.3 eV may arise when a rather fiat
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electron density profile has developed. This can be deduced from the

integrals of Eq. (IV.24), as will be shown in the following. To this

purpose the temperature and density profiles according to the model of

Verboom for a stationary cylindrically symmetric d.c. arc in hydro-

gen at 6 Torr without external magnetic field are plotted (Fig. IV.31a).

The profile of the population density of the fourth level is also plot-

ted. The electron density profile is peaked and as the emission of Η.,

Η , and H» is proportional to the square of the electron density, the

main emission originates from specific intermediate regions in the

plasma: for higher temperatures the neutral density is low and with

that n. is low, for lower temperatures the electron density is low and

consequently n. is low. In this model the ionization equilibrium is

described by the Saha equation, which for these low pressures can lead

to too high electron densities. In this respect the model has been modi-
45)

fied by Goedheer . He uses a formula for the ionization equilibrium

given by Bohn (Ref. 46). This formula gives the same results as the

Saha formula for high electron density, while for low electron density

the corona equilibrium is approximated. The bulk of the emitted inten-

sities is shifted towards regions with higher temperatures and the aver-

aged temperatures found are higher (Fig. 31b). In both cases the tempera-

tures found are related to the outer regions of the plasma. If we take

as an example that the electron density profile is not peaked and ex-

tends farther to the outer wall as in Fig. IV.31c, then, without

changing the temperature profile, the average temperatures, T. and

Tg,,, are in the order of 0.3 eV. In the latter case the sketched pro-

files of the temperature and the electron density are not consistent

with the solution of the set of equations solved by Verboom. The pro-

files are only used to illustrate the importance of the electron densi-

ty profile in tracing the region where the bulk of the -..line radiation

is emitted.

The question arises whether or not it is realistic to suppose

that the electron and ion distributions extend to these outer regions

without recombination taking place. A necessary condition for this is

that the recombination time is large with respect to the characteristic

time of the plasma. The characteristic time for recombination has been

deduced from

3 n
l

-7Γ-Γ- = an. η - Sn, η
8t ι e 1 e

(IV.27)

where η. is the ion density, η is the neutral ground state density,

α is the recombination coefficient, and S is the ionization rate; both
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Fig. IV.31. Profiles of temperature, electron density, neutral density (ground
state), and population density of level 4 for a d.c. hydrogen arc
at 6 Torr in cylindrical geometry.

a) the ionization equilibrium is described by the Saha equation.
b) the ionization is described by a formula given by Bonn.
c) a rather homogeneous electron density distribution is assumed.

coefficients are functions of η , Te, and of atomic parameters. They

have been calculated and tabulated for various values of η and Τ .

e e

It follows that if the temperature is low enough, so that the ioniza-

tion rate can be neglected with respect to the recombination rate,

the time constant for recombination is given by

rec n
g
ct

(IV.28)
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TABLE IV.3

T
e

T
rec

ion

τ

T
rec

T
ion

τ

τ
ree

ion

τ

7

7

1

1

1

1

2000

.1

.1

.0

.0

.2

.2

xlO"

-

x 10"

x 10"

-

χ 10"

x 10"

-

χ io-

't

5

5

7

7

8.

2.

8.

2.

4.

2.

3.

5.

3.

4000

3 χ

8 χ

3 x

0 χ

6 χ

0 χ

7 χ

6 x

7 χ

ΙΟ"
3

Ι Ο "

ΙΟ"
3

ΙΟ""

10
9

ÏO"4

10"6

107

10"6

4.

1.

4.

2.

4.

2.

5.

7.

5.

8000

8 x 10"2

5 χ 10 3

8 χ ΙΟ"
2

0 χ ΙΟ"
3

4 χ 10l

0 χ 10"
3

9 χ ΙΟ"
5

7 χ 10"!

9 χ 10"5

1

9

5

1

4

2

4

1

9

16000

.6 χ 10-1

.1 χ ΙΟ"
2

.8 χ ΙΟ"
2

.0 χ ΙΟ"
2

.0 χ ΙΟ"
3

.9 x 10"
3

.4 χ ΙΟ"
4

.2 x ΙΟ""

.2 χ ΙΟ"
5

32000

4.2 x 10"!

5.9 χ ΙΟ"
4

5.9 x 10"
1
*

3.2 χ 10"
2

3.5 χ ΙΟ"
5

3.5 x 10"
5

2.0 χ ΙΟ"
3

1.5 x 10"
6

l.S χ 10"
6

n
e =

10
1 9
/m

3

l0
2 0
/m

3

n
e =

lO
2 1
/m

3

In Table IV.3 τ is given for different electron temperatures and

electron densities. For α and S the collisional-radiative recombination

coefficient and collisional-radiative ionization coefficient given by
47)

Bates, Kingston, and McWhirter ' have been used. The time constant for

ionization is given for the sake of completeness, because if an. << Sn

then
T
ion =

 1 / n
e

S
· <

I V
-

2 9
>

42)
According to Drawin the time constant τ for intermediate values is

calculated from

τ τ
ίοη

 T
rec

(IV.30)

It can be seen that for T
g
 = 0.3 eV and η = 1 0

2 0
 m"

3
, τ is in the

order of 100 us, which exceeds the time in which the plasma parameters

change, i.e. the duration of one quarter-period of the plasma current

which is 31.25 us. So it is not impossible that these values for Τ
e

and η exist in the outer region.

If indeed the low values for T
n
 and T

n

PY p
are due to the

fact that the emission is mainly from the outer, colder regions of the

plasma, then the time behaviour of these temperatures has to be ex-

plained in terms of significant changes in the profiles during each

half period of the 8 kHz plasma current. If not only the density pro-

file, but also the temperature profile alter within one period, it is

not clear which quantity has the main influence on the observed inten-

sities. If the electron density is taken as the main cause, then the
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time behaviour of the averaged temperature, T. and T
D

ΡΎ Ρ

(namely smaller

near current maximum than near current zero) can be explained by sup-

posing ώ wider electron density profile near current maximum than near

current zero. This should imply a larger contribution from the outer

regions at current maximum than at current zero. The time behaviour of

the electron density profile as indicated here is corroborated by the

fact that - though in a somewhat different pressure regime - a similar

time behaviour of broadening and of contracting electron density pro-

files has been found by the microwave measurements (Section IV.8).
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A P P E N D I X

Calculation of the power curves of motor-generator system and plasma

transformer

In this section the matching of the motor-generator system and

the plasma transformer will be explained in more detail. The formalism

for the calculations of the power curves of Fig. II.6 is given. The

approximations used are indicated in Section II.1.

The generator has a nominal power level of 180 kW; i.e. 550 V,

330 A. This means that the generator has to be matched with a resistive

load of R = 1.67 Ω. The internal inductance of the generator L = 29 yH,

the internal resistance r = 60 mü; the latter will be neglected in the

calculation. From these it follows, taking into account that the fre-

quency of the generator is 8 kHz, that e = 730 V.

The plasma transformer is replaced by the parallel network of

Fig. II.4b, with the constants Μ = 16 μΗ and R„ = 6 Ω. Hence, the com-

plex impedance Ζ = X + jY can be written as

(ωΜ)
 2

R
2
 + (ωΜ)

2
R + j

R
2

R
2

(ωΜ)
ωΜ

in which

R = (R, R
p
)/(R

F V
It can easily be shown that the relation X

2
 + (γ- 'ψ) = [^γ) holds,

which is the equation of a circle in the X-Y plane with the centre

at X = 0, Y = ωΜ/2 and with a radius ρ = ωΜ/2. This implies that if

a capacitor, C , is circuited in series with the plasma transformer

s

that |z| = ωΜ/2, in case the value of C is chosen according to

1/(ÜJCS) = ωΜ/2. In this particular case the generator has, in prin-

ciple, a load with constant amplitude independent of the value of R .

The compensation of L by capacitors in series with L can be

combined with the series capacitors of the plasma transformer, if al-

lowance is made for the transformer ratio k of the autotransformer.

The equivalent circuit is given in Fig. A.
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Fig. Α. Equivalent circuit used for the calculation of Ρ (R ).

Ρ Ρ

The power curves Ρ (R ) for various values of C and k can then be

calculated from the relations:

VV
where Ρ = e χ χ cos0 ,

with

(ωΜ)

R
2
+(uiM)

2

+ jωM

R
2
+((oM)

 2
 jωC

-1

and

and

= e χ (A + jB)

= A//A2+B2

= R
F
 x
 V

(
VV-
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G L O S S A R Y

Frequently used symbols

A
k.l

η ,n'

c

d

E.

e

e

exc

spontaneous radiative transition probability from level k

to level I

radius of a cylindrical plasma column

width of the electron density profile

intensity of the calibration lamp integrated over the width

of the H
a
-filter
ρ

magnetic field strength

toroidal magnetic field

factor indicating the fractional deviation from the LTE

population for level η

capacity

intensity of the calibration lamp integrated over the width

of the Η -filter

correction factor for the relative sensitivity of channel j

in a stack of the optical analyzer

collisional transition rate per atom in state η to state η'

velocity of light

radial distance of a pick-up coil to the axis of the plasma

column

ionizat_on energy

excitation energy for the atomic state k

unit electric charge

open voltage of the generator

applied frequency

form factor for the profile of the electrical conductivity

transmissivity of the H
ft
-filter

electrical conductance of the plasma

statistical weight of the atomic state k

sensitivity of a photodiode with amplifier

Balmer 3-line

Planck's constant

displacement of the plasma column

current, discharge current

intensity of a spectral line

intensity of the calibration lamp

excitation current of the generator

total emission of H„-radiation measured on channel j of the

optical analyzer
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k Boltzmann's constant

transformer ratio of the autotransformer

k subscript denoting an atomic level k

L self-inductance

L internal self-inductance of the generator

uncoupled self-inductance of the primary of the plasma

transformer

uncoupled self-inductance of the secondary of the plasma

transformer

transmxssivity of a light conductor

Coulomb logarithm

mutual inductance

mass; m , m., m mass of electrons, ions, and atoms,

respectively

number of microwave fringes

density; η , η., η density of electrons, ions, and atoms,

respectively

critical cut-off electron density for microwaves

axial electron density

number of atoms in state k

power

power dissipated into the plasma

power needed to sustain the discharge

ρ pressure

Q. . cross section for collisions between unlike particles

of kind i and j

R reflection factor of the beamsplitter

major radius of the torus

resistance

R coordinate indicating the location of the surface of the

cut-off density

resistance correlated with copper losses

R resistance correlated with eddy current losses

R, resistance correlated with hysteresis losses

R plasma resistance

R average radiative decay rate of states with principal

quantum number η

r minor radius of the torus

r internal resistance of the generator

coordinates of the axis of a cylindrical plasma column

ionization coefficient

heat flux potential

ps

L
ss

1

Ink

Μ

m

Ν

η

eo
n
k
Ρ

Ρ

·ΐ'
σ
ι
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Sg . signal received from the plasma through the H„-filter on

channel j of the optical analyzer

Sg . signal received from the calibration lamp through the

Hp-filter on channel j of the optical analyzer

s length of the optical path

Τ period of the plasma current

temperature

transmission factor of the beamsplitter

T
e
 electron temperature

Τ excitation temperature

T» temperature derived from the ratio of H-- and Η -radiation

t time

U voltage, loop voltage

u signals from magnetic field pick-up coils

Ζ charge number

α ratio R/r

recombination coefficient

ε
ο
 permittivity of vacuum

ε^ . friction coefficients between particles of kind i and j

λ wavelength

λ, ., wavelength corresponding to an atomic transition from level k

to level I

ξ ratio (u
in
 - u t'^

u
'n

 + u
out'

 i n tor
°ic'

a
l geometry

ratio (u„_
0
 - u

fl
_ )/(Υο_« + u„ ) in cylindrical geometry

σ electrical conductivity

τ characteristic time

ionization time

recombination time

r° equilibration time

Δφ phase variation in microwave interferometers owing to the

presence of the plasma

01 applied radian frequency

ion

ree
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S A M E N V A T T I N G

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift betreft een toroïdale in-

ductief gekoppelde wisselstroomontlading bij drukken variërend van

* Ü,l Torr tot enige malen 10 Torr.

De doorslag wordt verkregen bij lage druk, tijdens de ontlading

wordt de druk opgevoerd door gas in te laten. Elektroden zijn niet

nodig om de doorslag te verkrijgen. De energie wordt inductief in het

plasma ingekoppeld met behulp van een ijzerkerntransformator, waarvan

de toroïdale plasmakolom de secundaire winding vormt. Het in het plas-

ma gedissipeerde vermogen ligt tussen 80 en 260 kW en wordt geleverd

door een motorgenerator met een frequentie van 8 kHz gedurende maxi-

maal 2 seconden. Aanpassing van plasmatreinsformator- en generatorimpe-

dantie wordt verkregen door middel van een autotransformator en conden-

satoren. Een toro'idaal magnetisch veld van maximaal 0,5 Τ kan geduren-

de korte tijd worden aangelegd.

Er zijn vijf verschillende gassen gebruikt (waterstof, deute-

rium, helium, argon en stikstof). Het drukgebied waarin deze ontladin-

gen zijn gemaakt, is gespecificeerd en de dynamische stroomspannings-

karakteristieken zijn voor een aantal drukken gegeven. Van de begin-

fase - bij lage druk - zijn enkele in de tijd opgeloste fotografische

opnamen met het bijbehorende tijdsgedrag νεη stroom en spanning gepre-

senteerd. De positie en de vorm van volledig ontwikkelde ontladingen

bij diverse drukken is besproken aan de hand van fotografische opnamen.

Positiebepalingen door meting van de lokale poloïdale magnetische veld-

sterkte zijn met deze opnamen vergeleken. De invloed van de vorm van de

primaire winding op het plasma blijkt gering en neemt af met toenemende

druk. De temperatuur van waterstofplasma's is afgeleid zowel uit het

elektrisch geleidingsvermogen als uit de emissie van lijnstraling. De

op deze twee manieren gevonden waarden van de temperatuur verschillen

in grootte en in tijdsgedrag. Het verschil kan worden toegeschreven aan

tijdens een wisselstroomperiode pulserende dichtheids- en temperatuur-

profielen, waarbij het grootste deel van de emissie steeds uit het kou-

dere buitengebied van het plasma komt. Bij de dichtheidsmetingen is

eveneens gevonden, zij het bij een wat lagere druk, dat tijdens een

periode de opbouw van de elektronendichtheid aanvankelijk over een klei-

ne dwarsdoorsnede plaatsvindt, waarna het profiel breder wordt en gedu-

rende het afnemen van de dichtheid weer samentrekt.
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Na het MULO-examen ging ik in 1954 naar het Johannes

Calvijn Lyceum te Kampen waar ik in 1956 het einddiploma

H.B.S.-B behaalde.

Daarna vervulde ik mijn militaire dienstplicht en

liet ik mij in oktober 1958 inschrijven aan de Rijksuni-

versiteit te Utrecht. In juli 1961 legde ik het kandi-

daatsexamen wis-r natuur- en sterrenkunde af, in juni 1966

het doctoraalexamen met hoofdvak experimentele natuur-

kunde en bijvakken wiskunde en technische natuurkunde.

Het experimentele werk voor het doctoraalexamen werd voor

een deel verricht op het FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica.

In oktober 1966 trad ik in dienst van de Stichting

F.O.M, als wetenschappelijk medewerker bij bovengenoemd

Instituut. Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek

werd verricht in de gasdeken-groep van het Instituut.
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